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Gary Adams
Manitoba Archaeological Society
Winnipeg, Manitoba

SOCIETY
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AVOCATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGY IN MANITOBA: CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
The past ten years have seen major shifts in the role of
the amateur in Manitoba and in the makeup of its avocational
societies. This presentation will briefly describe the
situation in Manitoba and present some of the new and
interesting projects that have been undertaken by the
Manitoba Archaeological Society.
Kathleen Adamson
Department of Religious Studies, Univ. of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta

RESEARCH
Sat AM

CULT STATUES IN THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST
In view of the central importance of cult statues in the
religion, politics and society of the ancient Near East,
surprisingly little has been done by archaeologists or
epigraphers, to define the nature of these important
artefacts. This paper will consider the material, size and
emplacement of cult statues and will describe their garments,
accoutrements and standards insofar as they are attested.
Most interesting are rituals enacted on behalf of the cult
statues, since they delineate at once the exacting
requirements for the god, and the terrifying powers of the
god, exercised through his statue. Elaborate care of the
statue was taken with respect to feeding, cleaning and
entertaining the divine presence, while specific rituals of
empowerment and disempowerment, journeying and religious
drama revolved around the cult statue. In time of war, the
god could abandon his statue and city, or could be blinded
and kidnapped with alarming consequences. Such statues, as
cultural foci, reveal much about the numinous embodied in the
community, about the ironies of faith, and about the power
which underlay the state itself.
EASTERN ARCTIC
Rochelle Allison
Department of Anthropology, University of Alberta
Fri AM
Edmonton, Alberta
'

THULE "WARM-SEASON" OCCUPATIONS OF PORDEN POINT, DEVON ISLAND
During the 1984 and 1985 field seasons, the first
detailed investigation of Thule Culture sites containing
"warm-season" structures was conducted on Porden Point, Devon
Island, N.W.T. Fifty-three of these structures from two
sites were mapped and photographed, forty-nine of which were
excavated. A total of ten distinct structural types were
defined ranging from light surface rings to heavily

constructed semi-subterranean dwellings. In addition, six
windbreaks, sixty hearths, fourteen caches, eight cold
storage pits and four possible midden areas were
investigated. Results from analyses of faunal remains,
artifacts and within-site spatial data indicate that Thule
summer and fall tent rings, largely ignored in the past, add
significantly to our knowledge of the seasonal round.
Kenneth M. Ames
Department of Anthropology, Portland State Univ.
Portland, Oregon

PLATEAU
Thur AM

EARLY HOLOCENE ADAPTATIONS ON THE SOUTHERN COLUMBIA PLATEAU
The period between 10,800 b.p. and 8500 b.p. is
relatively well documented on the Southern Columbia Plateau.
A population dispersal model based upon work by Wobst and
Birdsell predicts low overall human population densities for
this period with highest densities in the relatively mesic
eastern portion of the region. The archaeological record
supports this prediction, indicating that the subsistencesettlement system of this period and area was a relatively
"broad spectrum" one focused on the better watered areas
(higher elevations and rivers). There was a significant,
but poorly documented alteration of this pattern after 8500
b.p.
Leslie Arnundson
WANUSKEWIN
Department of Anthropology and Archaeology, Univ.
Sat AM
of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS AT THE AMISK SITE, WANUSKEWIN
HERITAGE PARK
The Amisk site is a stratified habitation area
containing the remains of eight and possibly nine occupation
levels. Radiocarbon estimates reveal occupation over 5000
years from the Late Prehistoric through Oxbow times. The
location of the site adjacent to a small stream channel
makes the Amisk site analogous to other deeply buried
habitation sites in Saskatchewan including the Long Creek,
Mortlach, Oxbow Dam, and Sjovold sites. The purpose of the
paper is to present the results of the 1984 and 1985 field
investigations carried out at the Arnisk site with an
emphasis on cultural chronology and other research problems.

Thomas D. Andrews and Christopher C. Hanks
Dene Mapping Project, Univ. of Alberta and
Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre
Edmonton, Alberta and Yellowknife, N.W.T.

ATHAPASKAN
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PATHWAYS TO ARCHAEOLOGY: ORAL TRADITION AND THE MATERIAL
RECORD
This paper will discuss preliminary investigations into

the convergence of Mountain Dene Oral Tradition and the
distribution of archaeological features in the area of Drum
Lake, in the Mackenzie Mountains region of the N.W.T.
Archaeological Society of British Columbia
Vancouver, B.C.

POSTER

THE POINT AND THE PUBLIC
Come see the Archaeological Society of British
Columbia's poster display and discover the multiple benefits
of on-site public interpretation. This display illustrates
the 1986 Point Grey Public Interpretation Program undertaken
by the society in conjunction with the University of British
Columbia's field school project.
The collaborative program successfully promoted
scientific archaeology and heritage protection to the public,
significantly increased the research data, provided site
security and educated the news media. In addition, the
program produced a more experienced, better informed and
enthusiastic avocational force for on-going promotion of
British Columbia's archaeological heritage.

Charles D. Arnold
Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre
Yellowknife, N.W.T.

ARCTIC EXPLOR.
Thur AM

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATIONS AT GUPUK
In 1986, the Northern Heritage Centre began rescue
excavations at Gupuk, an archaeological site which is being
washed away by the Mackenzie River. Gupuk is reported to
have been the birthplace of Roxy, a Mackenzie Eskimo who
provided a considerable amount of anthropological information
to the Stefansson-Anderson Expedition. In this paper,
ethnohistorical and anthropological data are reviewed in
order to reconstruct the late prehistoric and early historic
periods at Gupuk.

Charles D. Arnold
1
Prince of Wales NortHern Heritage Centre
Yellowknife, N.W.T.
VANISHING VILLAGES
MACKENZIE DELTA
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RESCUE ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE

I

Prior to contac with Europeans, the aboriginal people
of the Mackenzie Delqa - the Siglit - were the largest Inuit
group in the Canadian Arctic. A series of epidemic
diseases, combined with an influx of immigrants, effectively
destroyed the culture of the Siglit by the beginning of this
sites provide important information
century. ~rchaeolo~lcal
about Siglit culture, but many of those sites are washing
away. This talk will present the results of the Northern
Heritage centre-s program of rescue archaeology in the
Mackenzie Delta, which began in 1983.
Tom Arnold and Don Boras
Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta

RESEARCH
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CONTINUING RESEARCH AT THE STRATHCONA SITE FjPi-29
This paper reports the findings of the 1986 excavations
at the Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary
field school at the Stratcona Site (FjPi-29). The previous
research design at tqe field school had been to determine
the distribution of artifacts and other cultural material.
Based on results of this research design, the 1986 field
season changed the fdcus to a block excavation in the hope
of discovering more detailed evidence of living areas at the
site. The success of this research is discussed.
Reginald Auger
Department of Archaeology, Univ. of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta

EASTERN ARCTIC
Fri PM

L~OCCUPATIONDU,D~TR~IT
DE BELLE ISLE PAR LES INUIT DU
LABRADOR AU 18IEME SI~CLE/ EIGHTEENTH CENTURY LABRADOR
INUIT OCCUPATION OF THE STRAIT OF BELLE ISLE

Cette recherche sur la pr6sence des Inuit dans le
dgtroit de Belle Isle est inspirge
du debat soulev4 dans
Etudes/Inuit/Studies en 1980. Cette communication porte
donc dans un premier temps sur une brsve revue de
l'interpr6tation des documents historiques relatifs aux
Inuit dans leur expression la plus mgridionale et des
probl&mes que les documents disponsibles soul&vent pour les
ethnohistoriens. La deuxi6me partie illustre la f a ~ o ndont
l'auteur utilise l'archgologie afin d'approfondir certains
problsmes d'interprgtation historique. Notons que les
recherches poursuivies r6vGlent une concentration de

.

1 occupation Inuit pr$s des postes europ6ens
La proximit6
aux resources europgennes a fait en sorte qufau 18ihme
si&cle, les Inuit du Labrador ont abandond leur culture
matgrielle traditionnelle d'une fagon tr&s rapide.

The study of the Inuit in the Strait of Belle Isle is
long overdue. We have in hand a case where there is a
profusion of historical documents referring to the encounter
between native people and Europeans of all origins. The
present paper reviews the current interpretations of the
historical documents dealing with the Inuit in their
southernmost expression and the problems they raise among
ethnohistorians. The second section of this paper deals with
how the author attempts to use archaeological data to refine
proposed historical interpretations. preliminary results
reveal a concentration of Inuit settlements around European
posts, and the Inuit closeness to the Europeans made the 18th
century Labrador Inuit abandon their traditional material
culture within a short time span.
Rebecca Balcom
Environmental Management Associates
Calgary, Alberta

PLAINS
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SETTLEMENT STUDIES IN CRAWLING VALLEY
During the summer of 1983, ARESCO Ltd. was retained by
Alberta Environment to conduct a program of tipi ring mapping
and excavation in advance of reservoir construction. The
study area is situated in Crawling Valley which is located
north of Bassano in south central Alberta. Over 1400 square
metres were excavated at 73 rings in the Crawling Valley
impact zone, and at the northern and southern terminuses of
the valley where it intersects with major river valleys. The
main hypothesis was that the major river valleys served as
focal areas while Crawling Valley functioned as a travel
corridor between the two.
Darlene Balkwill
Zooarchaeological Identification Centre,
National Museum of Natural Sciences
Ottawa, Ontario

MISC. ARCTIC
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AN ARCTIC CORNUCOPIA: FAUNAL DIVERSITY AT THE SAUNATUK SITE

The faunal remains from the late prehistoric site of
Saunatuk, in the Eskimo Lakes area of the Mackenzie Delta
Region, are remarkable for several reasons. The first is the
very high diversity, with a total of 57 species identified,
reflecting a highly versatile subsistence strategy.
Secondly, there is a lack of dominance by caribou, seal, or
whale; instead, ptarmigan and grouse provided the greater
number of bones. Thirdly, 42 of the 74 muskrat bones are

mandibles, all of which have been cut. The fourth reason is
the presence of transverse striations and heavy wear on the
teeth of several carnivore mandibles, indicating their use
as tools of some kind. Fifthly, the presence of a large
number of very well preserved fish bones, most of which are
lake trout and arctic char. All of these aspects make
Saunatuk unique among Mackenzie Delta sites analyzed to
date.
Bruce F. Ball
Archaeological Survey of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta

PLAINS
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THE PINCHER CREEK BUFFALO JUMP
Formal investigations of the Pincher Creek Buffalo Jump
were carried out during the summer of 1986. The Pincher
Creek Buffalo Jump is a site that was well known to both
archaeologists and amateurs for many years, however no
formal archaeological investigation of the site had been
undertaken. The work was instituted following a development
proposal which expressed interest in the use of the site as
a borrow source. This paper presents a review of the
results obtained from archaeological investigations of the
Pincher Creek Buffalo Jump site.
Bruce F. Ball
Archaeological Survey of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta

METHODS
Fri PM

SITE PREDICTION USING AVAILABLE ENVIRONMENTAL DATA: AN
ALBERTA EXAMPLE
From a population of 386 gravel source areas, a sample
was surveyed and analysed to predict the occurrence or nonoccurrence of historical resources in the remaining
population. The analytic data were comprised of
environmental characteristics and the known presence or
absence of historic resources. Discriminant analysis is the
technique used in the predictive classification, and an
evaluation of the predictive power of the analysis forms the
basis of the discussion. The results suggest that while the
nature of existing, descriptive environmental data in
Alberta may be considered gross, it is of sufficient
resolution to conduct predictive studies for resource
management studies.

William Barr
ARCTIC EXPLOR
Department of Geography, Univ. of Saskatchewan
Thur AM
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
KURT FABER'S JOURNEY WITH THE INUIT, HERSCHEL ISLAND
MCPHERSON, 1906

FORT

In 1903 a young German named Kurt Faber signed aboard
the whaler Bowhead, Captain John Cook, in San Francisco. For
the next two winters Bowhead wintered at Herschel Island,
whaling as far east as Amundsen Gulf each summer. Captain
Cook had planned to return home in 1905 but due to severe ice
conditions was forced to winter again at Herschel Island. In
March 1906, at the expiry of the 36-month term for which all
the crew members had signed, he gave all the men the option
of leaving the ship if they wished. Seizing his opportunity
Faber joined forces with Roxy, a Kogrnallit Inuk, who was
travelling with his family to Fort McPherson. Travelling by
dogteam they first spent a very hungry two weeks at an Inuit
encampment at Kay Point. This gave Faber some excellent
insights into Inuit lifestyle and attitudes. At King Point,
where Gjoa was wintering, Faber encountered Roald Amundsen
and his crew and gladly accepted a gift of canned goods.
Continuing east across the rapidly deteriorating sea ice
Faber and his companions reached Shingle Point at the
northwest corner of the Mackenzie Delta where Roxy had cached
his whaleboat. Transferring to the boat the party headed
south through the delta to Fort McPherson on the Peel River.
Thus when Vilhjalmur Stefansson, arriving in the Arctic for
the first time, stepped off the Hudson's Bay Company's
steamer Wrigley at Fort McPherson in 1906, he met the
whaleman Kurt Faber, who was able to supply him with details
about Herschel Island, Banks Island and the Inuit.
Sue Bazely
Cataraqui Archaeological Research Foundation
Kingston, Ontario

HISTORIC
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CARTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE FOR STRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT: FORT
FRONTENAC 1673-1820
The use of cartographic resources in historic
archaeological research and interpretation is of as much
importance as written documents. The types of maps available
and the problems they pose have been examined with specific
reference to Fort Frontenac, from its founding in 1673 to its
demolition in c. 1820. Ten French and sixteen British maps
and plans were used to trace the structural development of
Fort Frontenac prior to, during and after excavation of the
northwest bastion and adjacent curtain walls. Eight of the
maps/plans were converted to a common scale and used with the
site grid overlay in the hopes of answering some of the
questions which resulted from excavation.

Owen Beattie
EASTERN ARCTIC
Department of Anthropology, University of Alberta
Fri PM
Edmonton, Alberta
FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY APPLIED TO HISTORICAL PROBLEMS: RECENT
RESEARCH INTO THE THIRD FRANKLIN EXPEDITION
Since 1981 members of the Department of Anthropology at
the University of Alberta have been conducting forensic
anthropological investigations into the loss of the third
Franklin Arctic expedition of 1845-48. In the summers of
1981 and 1982, the fragmentary skeletal remains of between 7
and 15 individuals were discovered on King William Island in
the south-central arctic islands. In the summers of 1984
and 1986 temporary exhumations and medical autopsies of
three Franklin expedition sailors were conducted on Beechey
Island in the central arctic islands. This paper documents
the justification, procedures, and early results for the
research.
Alwynne B. Beaudoin and John F. Dormaar
HEAD-SMASHED-IN
Archaeological Survey of Alberta and Agriculture
Thur PM
Canada Research Station
Edmonton and Lethbridge, Alberta
SOME PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS ON SOILS AT THE CALDERWOOD
BUFFALO JUMP (DkPj-27)
Three pits from the Calderwood Buffalo Jump (DkPj-27,
elevation c. 1117 m.a.s.1.) have been sampled for soil
analysis. Two pits (Pit 6 and the main excavation unit) are
within the main kill area; whereas Pit 3 is located to the
north of the main kill area, and provides an index of offsite soil characteristics. Pit 3 consists of a 2 m sequence
of predominantly silty and sandy sediments in which is
developed a Chernozem. The silts are probably mainly of
aeolian origin, while highly weathered and friable sandstone
fragments are associated with rock fall from the cliff west
of the site. Pit 6 consists of deposits intercalated with
at least five layers of bone, the third layer of which is
badly burned. The upper two bone layers are within a modern
Ah horizon. Beneath the burnt bone layer, a palaeosol may
be preserved. The stratigraphy at the main excavation unit
is basically similar to pit 6. Some routine soil physical
and chemical analyses have been performed on samples from
Calderwood. In addition, the fatty acids content of soil
samples from the main excavation unit have been examined.
The results of these analyses will be presented and
discussed, together with the results of an attempt to use
the qualitative phosphorus ring test to delimit the extent
of the bone deposits.

Kathryn Bernick
Vancouver, B.C.

COAST SALISH
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A CLOSE LOOK AT THE SEASONALITY OF THE LITTLE QUALICUM
RIVER WET SITE
Data from the waterlogged portion of the Little Qualicum
River site (Disc-1) indicate intensive chum salmon fishing
during the late fall spawning season. Without the perishable
artifacts and associated faunal remains the site would
probably be interpreted as a winter-spring occupation. Data
from the non-waterlogged portion suggest subsistence
activities focusing on herring and clams as well as a large
variety of other resources. Possibly the site was occupied
more continuously than reported ethnographic patterns of
mobility suggest.
Ellen Bielawski
Boreal Institute for Northern Studies, Univ.
of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta
ARCHAEOLOGY ON ROCHE BAY, FOXE BASIN, 1982

-

EASTERN ARCTIC
Fri AM
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Archaeology at Roche Bay began in a development context
(1982 - 1983) and ended with research documenting the
cultural sequence and site distribution (1984 - 1985). The
results are important for two reasons. Roche Bay lies near
the southwest margin of Foxe Basin, once considered a "core
areau of Arctic cultural history. Also, research there is
the first to be conducted since Meldgaard's pioneering work
near Igloolik 30 years ago.
Preliminary analysis of data from 68 sites indicates at
least three contrasts with Meldgaard's reports. Dorset
Culture is not well-represented on Roche Bay, while PreDorset remains are abundant. Slate (actually siltstone)
occurs throughout the paleoeskimo sequence. Mid-passage
structures are also abundant.
This paper describes an intensive, "non-site" survey
method used to record the rich paleoeskimo remains in the
path of bull-dozers, and the adventures faced by pure-hearted
archaeologists in the maw of marauding developers.
Peter T. Bobrowsky
HEAD-SMASHED-IN
Department of Geology, University of Alberta
Thur PM
Edmonton, Alberta
POST EXCAVATION RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT OF THE FAUNAL
MATERIALS FROM THE HEAD-SMASHED-IN SITE, SOUTHWESTERN
ALBERTA, CANADA
Having been designated a World Heritage site, the HeadSmashed-In Buffalo Jump immediately falls under the scrutiny
of the international public and scientific communities. One

of the many areas of concern which may be addressed by
members of these communities centres on the reliability of
the recovered materials. If the recovered materials share
little with the actual site contents, the conclusions
offered to both the public and scientific community about
this site would have to be retracted and a renewed
investment of time and money would have to be initiated to
retrieve representative material remains. Necessary
mitigation at the site is now complete and yet it remains to
be shown that the faunal sample retrieved is in fact an

adequate representation of the total site contents.

Since

1983 intensive excavation at site DkPj-1 has resulted in the
removal of approximately 124 square metres of ground surface
and in the recovery of 12,478 pieces of identifiable Bison
material. The entire site covers an area of approximately
200,000 square metres. Excavation at this site proceeded on
a judgemental basis and did not follow a rigid preordained
random sampling strategy. Hence, having arbitrarily
investigated only 0.62 percent of the total site area can
one be sure the entire effort has been cost effective. The
purpose of this paper is to show that a priori knowledge of
spatial patterning at the site was properly employed in the
subsequent judgemental procedures to result in the recovery
of a statistically adequate sample. Furthermore, use of the
truncated lognormal distribution illustrates that the
recovered faunal elements adequately answer the following
zooarchaeological objectives for a monotypically dominated
site: 1) which skeletal elements are present in the site;
and 2) what is the rank order representation of importance
for these elements in the site. All further inferences and
speculative behavioral conclusions concerning hunting,
seasonality, processing techniques and so on require that
the above two basic questions (in addition to what taxa are
present) be properly addressed; regardless of the site in
question. This discussion will show that in both cases the
resulting answers are statistically sound and thus no
further work is required to improve upon the faunal sample.
Peter T. Bobrowsky
Department of Geology, University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta

WANUSKEWIN
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PRELIMINARY PALEOENVIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATION OF THE
TIPPERARY CREEK SITE, WANUSKEWIN HERITAGE PARK, SASKATCHEWAN
BASED ON AN ANALYSIS OF THE INVERTEBRATE FAUNAL RECORD:
MOLLUSCA
As part of a ten year research design initiated in
1984 with the cooperation of the Meewasin Valley Authority,
paleoenvironrnental investigation of the Tipperary Creek site
(FbNp-l), Wanuskewin Heritage Park, involved the systematic
retrieval of molluscan remains. Excavation of the point bar
locality during 1985 resulted in the discovery of 18
organically rich occupation levels. Conditions for the

preservation of gastropods were positive throughout most of
the late Holocene history of point bar accretion. This study
presents the results of analysis involving a select sample
(squares 451S69Ef 451S71Ef 450S68Ef and 452S72E) of the snail
fauna retrieved from two years of more extensive excavation.
A checker-board pattern of data will eventually be available
for the entire site. The recovered fauna represents those
remains retrieved by water screening through a 16 mesh sieve
and hand sorted under high magnification. Shell remains were
then identified under binocular microscope using comparative
specimens and published examples at the University of
Alberta. Paleoenvironmental changes are documented through
time for the deposit based on an interpretation of the
population characteristics and dynamics of each of the level
assemblages. Sample size is adequate at each excavation
level. Environmental data consists of modern analogues as
synthesized from published information. The fauna recovered
from Tipperary Creek can be grouped into the following
habitats or unique biotic associations: freshwater, marsh,
woodland and catholic. Further subdivisions can be
recognized for each major association. Species specific
traits supplement the final interpretations by relating these
various traits to inferred on site cultural activity. The
unique invertebrate record will eventually be compared to the
interpretation available through microvertebrate remains.
Future efforts at the locality will permit documentation of a
detailed chronology of paleoenvironmental conditions. This
documentation will include a total site record at two time
periods presently viewed as correlative to the Avonlea and
Old Women's phases.
John Bockstoce
South Dartmouth, Mass.

ARCTIC EXPLOR
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THE COMMERCIAL WHALING INDUSTRY'S SUPPORT FOR SCIENTISTS AND
EXPLORERS IN THE WESTERN ARCTIC
From 1890, when the first whaleships began wintering at
Herschel Island, to about 1914, when whaling had collapsed,
the whaling industry supported a number of explorers and
scientists during their investigations in the western Arctic,
among them: de Sainville, Funston, Seale, Stone, Russell,
Leffingwell, Mikkelsen, Harrison, Stefansson and Anderson.
Suggested reading: John R. Bockstoce (1986) Whales, Ice
and Men: The History of Whaling in the Western Arctic
--Seattle: University o fwashington Press.

Wes Bolstad
Meewasin Valley Authority
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

WANUSKEWIN
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WANUSKEWIN HERITAGE PARK: OVERVIEW OF DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The goal of the Wanuskewin Heritage Park is to
establish a world-recognized heritage park for the purpose
of increasing awareness and understanding of the cultural
legacy of the Northern Plains Indians. The park will have
cultural, educational, tourism and recreational, economic
and research objectives.
The development plan and visitors services program
provide for a visitors centre with an associated activity
area and a trail system on a 156 acre site. The
interpretive approach will be "biculturaltt. It will first
introduce and orient the white audience to Indian Culture in
the visitors centre, using communication techniques and
styles familiar to white audiences.
Presentation of the site and its resources and related
activities will be done by Indians using primarily
traditional oral history techniques. The storytelling, hide
preparations, tool making, plant food preparations, a mock
archaeological dig and an opportunity to participate in
these activities. The trail system will lead to
representative sites: tipi ring, bison kill site, habitation
site and an active excavation.
Detailed design for the park will take place in 1987.
It will be constructed in 1988 and 1989 and opened in 1990.
Sterling Brass
WANUSKEWPN
Wanuskewin Indian Planning and Development Committee Sat AM
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
THE WANUSKEWIN HERITAGE PARK PROJECT FROM THE INDIAN
PERSPECTIVE
Indian involvement in the Wanuskewin Project is
crucial to the overall success of such a heritage park. The
adoption of a bicultural approach to interpretation provides
some unique opportunities for public education and tourism
as well as Indian participation in economic development. ~t
the same time, however, the Indian community recognized the
opportunity to promote cultural awareness and pride centered
around prehistory and Indian traditions. It is this aspect
of the Wanuskewin Project which may pay the greatest
dividends for the Indian community in Saskatchewan and
certainly one which deserves some attention in its own
right.

John H. Brumley and Barry J. Dau
Ethos Consultants Ltd.
Medicine Hat, Alberta

PLAINS
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A PREDICTIVE MODEL FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE/FEATURE DENSITY IN
THE PLAINS OF SOUTHERN ALBERTA
In 1984 Ethos Consultants Ltd. was contracted by the
Alberta Energy Company Ltd. to undertake a study designed to
develop a model that would predict historical resource
potential zones for the Suffield Military Reserve. This
study involved an examination of the inter-relationship
between four major environmental variables and archaeological
site/feature density. The four major variables examined
were:
-surficial deposit types
-physiographic setting
-distance from major river system
-topographic relief
This paper discusses in detail the methodology employed in
the study and the results.
William J. Byrne
Alberta Culture
Edmonton, Alberta

HEAD-SMASHED-IN
Thur AM

THE $10 MILLION HOLE IN THE GROUND: DEVELOPMENT OF HEADSMASHED-IN BUFFALO JUMP
Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump represents the largest
I situ development project in Canada designed to both
single &
interpret a particular facet of prehistoric Native lifestyle
and history, and to assist in the preservation of the
physical resource which it features. The genesis and conduct
of the development project can serve as an example of some of
the principles involved in initiating such projects, as well
as some of the design and programme solutions which can be
devised in accomplishing both of the principal goals. In the
current climate it is evident that support for archaeology
both here and abroad is dependent upon political
understanding and popular access to the products of
archaeological research, and this project is evidence that
this kind of appreciation can be achieved. Furthermore, it
is also evidence that a sensitive approach to development can
allow the degree of public access which is warranted, without
endangering the basic resource.

John A. Carter
Martec Limited
Halifax, Nova Scotia

UNDERWATER
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THE APPLICATION OF SUBMERSIBLE COMPUTERS TO UNDERWATER
ARCHAEOLOGY
Over the past two years, Martec Limited has developed a
submersible computer (called SUB-C-DAS) for recording and
storage of underwater data. The elimination of the
handwritten stage in data entry opens up a whole range of
data listing, statistics, and 3-D imaging within minutes of
a diver completing his task, which is not possible with
conventional methods. The application of SUB-C-DAS to
underwater archaeology has been examined in a number of
independent tests and in association with the Marine
Archaeology Unit of Parks Canada. This paper describes the
field testing of SUB-C-DAS, emphasizing the important link
between the concept of SUB-C-DAS and the needs of the
professional underwater archaeologist.
Michael P. Cassady-Zywina and L. Cole Wilson
Manitoba Archaeological Society, and Univ. of
Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba

MISC. ARCTIC
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OFF THE BEATEN TRACK: THE 1986 RELOCATION PROJECT FOR THE
PRE-DORSET SITE OF GlKa-2
Since 1972 the Pre-Dorset site at Shamattawa in
Northeastern Manitoba has drawn attention due to its
interior and southern location. .A research project devised
to relocate the site and assess the feasibility of future
research at the site and in the area was undertaken in 1 9 8 6 .
This report addresses these activities and evaluates the
problems associated with incorporating the site into the
Manitoba Pre-Dorset and the overall classification scheme.

Wayne Choquette
Kootenay Cultural Heritage Centre
Cranbrook, B.C.

GEOARCH
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TYPOLOGICAL VISIBILITY AND THE STEMMED POINT TRADITION
Stemmed projectile points have a time depth in the New
World at least as great as that of any other form. However,
primarily because of historical factors, the significance of
their presence is often overlooked. This problem seems to
be especially acute in the Northern Rocky Mountains.
Examples are provided and the relevance of the problem to
regional prehistory is discussed. Of major importance is
the implication of very long-standing cultural continuity in
part of the region.

R.L. Christie
Geological Survey of Canada
Calgary, Alberta

ARCTIC EXPLOR
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STEFANSSON AND THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA
Vilhjalmur Stefansson's contact with the Geological
Survey of Canada (GSC) began in 1907 when the Survey provided
modest financial support for his proposed 1908-1912
biological and anthropological expedition to the Canadian
Arctic. The Nation Museum of Canada (including the
discipline of anthropology) at that time was part of the GSC.
Stefansson commenced organization of a larger expedition in
1913, and R.W. Brock, Director of the Survey, recognized the
potential consequences of an expedition discovering new land
when sponsored, as it then was, by the American Museum of
Natural History and the National Geographic Society.
Biscussion between Brock, Stefansson, and Prime Minister
Robert Borden resulted in Canada assuming sole sponsorship of
the project, which became known as the Canadian Arctic
Expedition, 1913-1918. The last major islands in the
archipelago were discovered by this expedition, which proved
also, in spite of difficulties, to be a scientific success.
Rudolph M. Anderson and Diamond Jenness of Stefansson's
expedition became employed by the Survey so that indirectly
Stefansson's major Arctic work developed into a considerable
connection with the GSC. The sponsoring of the 1913-1918
expedition almost certainly had a profound long-term effect
on Canada's sometimes uncertain claims to sovereignty of her
Arctic regions.

Jacques Cinq-Mars
MISC. ARCTIC
Archaeological Survey of Canada, Canadian Museum
Sat PM
of Civilization, Ottawa, Ontario
THE BLUEFISH CAVES IN PERSPECTIVE / PERSPECTIVES SUR LES
GROTTES DU POISSON-BLEU
Interdisciplinary investigations conducted at the
Bluefish Caves, in the northern Yukon interior, have led to
the accumulation of an important corpus of information
relative to both the palaeoecology and the archaeology of
what has become known as Eastern Beringia. Evidence
available to date can be summarized in the following fashion:
- much of the depositional history which can be
reconstructed from all three caves appears to cover a time
span of about 25,000 years;
- pollen spectra from Caves I and I1 are found to
correspond fairly well in terms of vegetational

characteristics to other eastern Beringian ones encompassing
the same time period;
- animal remains recovered from Caves I, 11, and I11 are
found primarily in the Pleistocene unit(s) of the deposits,

and are representative of a complex faunal community which
can be shown, on the basis of available C-14 dates, to have
been adapted to "glacial maximum" conditions, only to have
become extinct during the last millenia of the Late
Pleistocene;
- finally, cultural evidence also obtained from those
same Pleistocene unit(s) in Caves I and 11, and consisting
of worked stone or bone, and of traces of butchering
activities on a number of faunal elements, indicates that
the Bluefish Caves area was sporadically used by human
groups, from at least 24,000 years ago to about 10,000 years
ago.
Various problems concerning our understanding of Late
Pleistocene Beringian environmental changes, and of Man's
ability to cope with them will be discussed in the light of
such findings.
Bes recherches interdisciplinaires effectu6es aux
grottes du Poisson-Bleu, au Yukon septentrional, pnt r6sult6
en un important corpus de renseignements propres a la
pal606cologie et
l'archgologie de cette r6gion qu'on
appelle la ~4ringi.eorientale. L'essentiel de ces donnees
peut &re rgsume comme,suit:
- il appert de l'etude du remplissages des trois
grottes que les dgp6ts meubles s'y sont accumul6s au cours
des derniers 25,000 ans;
- les diagrammes polliniques des grottes I et I1
correspondent dans les grandes lignes, pour ce qui est de la
reco?stitution du couvert v&g&tal,
ceux obtenus ailleurs
en Beringie orientale et int6ressant la mgme pgriode de
temps ;
- les nombreux reste? osseux recueillis principalement
dans les couches pl&istoce?es des grottes I, I1 et I11
representent ~ne~communaute
faunique complexe dont nous
pouvons dire, grace aux dafations disponsibles, qu'elle
6tait adapt6e au milieu pleniglaciaire et qu'elle s'gteignit
au cours du Tardiglaciaire;
- enfin, provenant aussi des couches pl&istoc$nes des
grottes I et 11, quelques artgfacts lithiques et osseux
ainsi que des traces de d4carnisation observges sur un
certain nombre d'ossements indiquent que les grottes du
Poisson-Bleu furent utilisges sporadiquement, entre environ
24,000 et 10,000 ans B.P., par divers groupes humains.
La prgsentation de ces nouvelles donnges nous
permettra de mieux cerner certaines des questions relatives
a l'evolution du milieu b6ringien ainsi qu1& son
exploitation par lfHomme,2 la fin du ~16istocgne.

Jacques Cinq-Mars
Archaeological Survey of Canada, Canadian Museum of
civilization, Ottawa, Ontario

POSTER

THE NOGAP-ARCHAEOLOGY PROJECT: DEVELOPING ARCHAEOLOGICAL
RESEARCH AND MANAGEMENT APPROACHES IN BOREAL AND ARCTIC
CANADA
The "poster" will serve to illustrate some of the
results of the NOGAP-archaeology project activities carried
out over the last two years along the Beaufort Sea littoral,
from the Yukon Coastal Plain to Cape Bathurst, within and
around the Mackenzie Delta, the Anderson Plain, etc. More
specifically, it will present information on the results of
field research and their use for archaeological management
needs.
Ken Coates
ARCTIC EXPLOR.
Department of History, University of Victoria
Thur PM
Victoria, B.C.
THE COMMERCE OF DISCOVERY: THE HBC AND THE SIMPSON-DEASE
EXPEDITIONS
In 1837, Thomas Simpson and Peter Warren Dease headed a
Hudson's Bay Company sponsored exploratory expedition into
the Western Arctic, assigned to close the annoying gap on the
map between Point Barrow and Franklin's "farthest". What
started out as a purely "scientific" venture, targetted in
part at the British public which was questioning the H.B.C.'s
continued monopoly, took on business overtones with Simpson's
discovery of the Colville River. This paper, in addition to
describing the internal dynamics of the expedition, will
assess the impact of the business and the scientific
discoveries made by Simpson and Dease.
Gerald T. Conaty and Margaret G. Hanna
Saskatchewan Museum of Natural History
Regina, Saskatchewan

MANAGEMENT
Sat PM

REGISTERING SASKATCHEWAN'S ARCHAEOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS /
CATALOGAGE DES COLLECTIONS ARCHEOLOGIQUES DE LA SASKATCHEWAN
The Saskatchewan Museum of Natural History is
undertaking a program to register all privately-held
archaeological collections in the province. The Collections
Registration Program was begun in 1983 as a means of
establishing legal proprietorship of archaeological
collections. Over one hundred collections have been
registered since then and benefits have accrued for
archaeological research, resource management and public
archaeology. This paper outlines these aspects of the
program. The registration process is discussed in detail and

some intial results are examined within the context of
Saskatchewan archaeology.
Le "Museum of Natural History of Saskatchewanffest, A
l'heure actuelle, en train de cataloguer toutes les
collections arch4ologiques prides de la province. Le
Programme de catalogage des collections a pour but df6tablir
le titre de propri6t6 l6gal des collections arch6ologiques
et, depuis sa crgation en 1983, plus dlune centaine de
collections ont 6tB r(pertori6es.
Le programme reprgsente
un atout inestimable pour la recherche arch6ologique, la
gestion des ressources et la vulgarisation de lVarch6ologie.
Ces divers aspects du programme sont 6tudigs dans cet
expos&. Nous discuterons ici, en detail, du catalogage et
examinerons certains des rgsultats initiaux dans le contexte
de la Saskatchewan.

Jacqueline E. M. Crerar
Hamilton, Ontario

METHODS
Fri PM

OTOLITHS IN ARCHAEOLOGY: FRESHWATER DRUM OTOLITHS AND THEIR
ARTIFACTUAL CORRELATION IN SOUTHERN ONTARIO ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SITES
A method for estimating the live weight and length of
Freshwater Drum has been available for some time. This
method has been applied to collections of otoliths from
archaeological sites from the Southern Ontario region to
assess any possible changes in the sizes of fish caught
through time. The working assumption of the study was
that the artifactual technology of catchement method may be
reflected in fish size. That is, that larger fish were
caught utilising spearing methods compared to netting
technology suggested by the estimation of live fish size and
arifacts from each site.
In addition, the 'fMillimeter/SideMethod" for the
accurate counting of archaeological Freshwater Drum will be
described and introduced for the first time.
Eric Damkjar
Department of Anthropology, Univ. of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta

EASTERN ARCTIC
Fri AM

LATE DORSET "LONGHOUSE" OCCUPATIONS OF CRESWELL BAY,
SOMERSET ISLAND, N.W.T.
Three late Dorset "longhouseffsites on Creswell Bay are
described and compared with other such sites. Suggestions
are made regarding the nature of these occupations and their
role in late Dorset settlement/subsistence systems in the
area. A few possible explanations for the wide-spread use
of these highly organized aggregation settlements during
late Dorset times are also presented.

Barry J. Dau and John H. Brumley
Ethos Consultants Ltd.
Medicine Hat, Alberta

PLAINS
Fri AM

s

ABORIGINAL OCCUPATIONS WITHIN FORTY MILE COULEE, SOUTHEASTERN
ALBERTA
Between 1981 and 1986 a major archaeological
assessment/mitigation project was undertaken within Forty
Mile Coulee in conjunction with the development of an
irrigation reservoir. During that period a total of 107
archaeological sites located in a variety of environmental
locales were recorded and examined. Data were collected from
more than 500 surface and subsurface features, the majority
of which were stone circles.
The multi-year nature of the project allowed for the
generation and subsequent testing of a number of hypotheses
concerning the aboriginal occupants of the area. Those
dealing with stone circles were oriented towards:
1. Understanding the general nature, function and
seasonality of the stone circle sites
2. Determining the types of activities that took place
at the stone circle sites
3. Determining if such activites were patterned in
relation to specific stone circles, the site in
general, the season of occupation and/or the
environmental locale.
Because the Forty Mile Coulee sites are in no major way
unique in terms of their basic composition and location, the
conclusions reached from this study may be applicable to
other stone circle sites in the northern Plains.
Nicholas David
Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta

ETHNICITY
Fri PM

ETHNICITY, STYLE AND THE MANDARA ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROJECT
Linguistic difference as measured by lexicostatistics
is, within regions, a good predictor of differences between
the material cultures of the numerous ethnic groups of the
central Mandara. Contrasts between inter-group material
culture and linguistic relationships are therefore of special
historical interest. Thus the idiosyncratic nature of the
material cultures of the six members of the Wandala group of
languages can be explained largely in terms of regional
reaction to a recent and explosive expansion of the
Mafa for which we as yet lack direct historical or
archaeological evidence.
Comparison of the architecture, ceramics, iron, basketry
and disposal of the dead of the southern members of the
Wandala group and of those of their neighbours reveals
several patterns of differentiation and acculturation. The
theoretical implications of this finding are sketched. In

what does ethnicity reside? Can we reconstruct a Wandala
group proto-material-culture?
Leslie B. Davis
Montana State University
Bozeman, Montana

sb

PLAINS
Fri AM

LATE PLEISTOCENE TO MID-HOLOCENE ADAPTATIONS IN THE NORTHERN
ROCKIES: CULTURAL CONTINUITY AND CHANGE
Completed Stage I (1982-1986) interdisciplinary
investigations of the deeply stratified Indian Creek
(24BW626) occupation site have revealed a temporal series of
paleoenvironmental/cultural correspondences from which land
and resource use patterns are inferred. Located on the east
flank of the Elkhorn Mountains in the Missouri River
drainage of west-central Montana, the record of site
occupation spans the interval from 11,000 to 3,000 B.P.
Thus, these intermittent occupations by hunter-gatherers
transpired throughout the Anathermal and the Altithermal and
during the Early and Middle Prehistoric periods of Rocky
Mountain and Northwestern Plains prehistory. Perceived
interrelationships between local environmental stability and
equated cultural patterns (subsistence, lithic selection,
lithic technology and site function) are examined, with
particular emphasis placed on testing the Mountains-AsRefugium Hypothesis.
Leslie B. Davis
Montana State University
Bozeman, Montana

PLAINS
Fri PM

LITHIC SOURCE PROSPECTION, SELECTION, EXTRACTION,
PRODUCTION, USE AND REDISTRIBUTION OF CHERT: THE THREE
WATERS QUARRIES, MISSOURI HEADWATERS, MONTANA
Most bedrock quarries in Alberta, Montana and Wyoming
can be characterized as shallowly subsurficial physical
penetrations of selected lithic-bearing outcrops usually
exposed on hillslopes of various aspects. Only rarely do
such quarries have a substantial subsurficial cachement
containing artifacts, ecofacts, datable organics and
preserved mining features. The complex and sometimes
chaotic archaeological record from the Schmitt site chert
mine (24BW559) in southwestern Montana provides such a case
study. Studies there over the past 13 years have led to the
development of an empirically based scenario that begins
with geological processes and culminates with the use and
redistribution of chert via product exchange networks.

Bob Dawe
Archaeological Survey of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta

HEAD-SMASHED-IN
Thur PM

THE LITHIC ASSEMBLAGE AT HEAD-SMASHED-IN: ECONOMY IN THE
LITHIC WASTELAND
Excavations at H.S.I. in the last four years have
focussed on the examination of the campsite and processing
area associated with the kill site. The lithic assemblage
recovered from this area is unusual in that the lithic
assemblages analyzed from bison jumps are usually obtained
from the primary kill deposits rather than the processing
areas. This analysis supplements our understanding of the
way lithic materials were pressed into service at communal
bison kill and processing sites. The raw materials used here
are diverse in terms of lithology, origin, and availability,
and considerations of these are manifest in the resultant
assemblage. The toolkit as recovered at H.S.I. reflects a
discriminant selection of particular raw materials to fulfill
functional requirements but this functional determinism was
mitigated by economizing factors. In this paper the lithic
assemblage as H.S.I. is evaluated as a situational response
whereby disparate raw materials are uniquely and often
parsimoniously utilized to satisfy both the specific
functional requirements associated with bison processing and
the constraints imposed by the availability of suitable
lithic resources.

Richard J. Diubaldo
Department of History, Concordia University
Montreal, Quebec

ARCTIC EXPLOR
Thur AM

THE STEFANSSON-ANDERSON EXPEDITION OF 1908-1912: ITS HISTORY
AND CONSEQUENCES
The paper will put the Stefansson-Anderson Expedition in
historical context, dealing with the reasons for the
expedition, its problems and triumphs, some of the longer
term consequences for the two scientists involved, and a look
at the controversies generated.
N. Alexander Easton
Yukon College
Whitehorse, Yukon

COAST SALISH
Fri PM

THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF STRAITS SALISH REEF-NETTING: PAST AND
FUTURE RESEARCH STRATEGIES
Reef-netting of sockeye salmon constituted one of the
most important seasonal subsistence strategies of the protohistoric Straits Salish of the southern Georgia Strait. The

social relations of this highly productive and labour
intensive fishing technique, together with its limited
geographical distribution, combine to make reef-netting a
unique means of production.
Despite this importance and uniqueness, however, only a
handful of sociological studies discuss reef-netting (most
only in passing), while archaeologically reef-netting has
been a largely unknohn quantity.
This paper will briefly set out a history of research
into the political economy and archaeology of reef-netting,
report recent estimates of the antiquity of two reef-net
sites by underwater rchaeological methods, and propose
several future resea ch strategies that may lead to greater
understanding of thif unique technique and the role it
played in prehistoriq Straits society.

!
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N. Alexander Easton
UNDERWATER
Sat AM
Yukon Underwater Divjng Association, Yukon College
Whitehorse, Yukon
OF SOURDOUGHS AND SH~PWRECKS:HISTORIC SHIPWRECK ARCHAEOLOGY
IN YUKON TERRITORY

During the period 1869 - 1956, Yukon transportation was
dominated by an exte sive fleet of sternwheel steamers.
Recent research has ocumented 256 registered vessels of
this sort to have op rated on the Yukon River and its
tributaries during t i s period. Of these, at least 67 were
wrecked within Yukon waters. In addition, during the great
"stampedeftto the Klondike gold fields between 1898 and
1902, at least 8,153 private craft - ranging from small
canoes to 10 metre barges - set out from the shores of
Bennett Lake to Dawson City. At least 193 of these did not
reach their destination.
In 1986, the Yukon Underwater Diving Association
embarked upon a long-term research programme to document,
locate, and assess the remains of these vessels. Throughout
the season, members of the local diving community,
territorial heritage managers, and a professional marine
anthropologist worked co-operatively in the formulation of
research design, fieldwork, analysis, and report production.
As a result of the first field season 12 vessels, 4 historic
underwater middens, and a single aeroplane were located and
surveyed. Future research strategies have been developed on
the basis of this initial work, including the search for one
of the first steamer$ to operate on the upper Yukon, the A.
J. Goddard.
-

i
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Peter Engelbert
Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Culture
Ottawa, Ontario
L

UNDERWATER
Sat AM

SHIPWRECK ARCHAEOLOGY IN ONTARIO / ARCHEOLOGIE DES EPAVES EN
ONTARIO
Although the province of Ontario was first explored and
settled on its waterways, shipwreck archaeology within
Ontario's Great Lakes is a very new field. Relatively little
fieldwork has been done to date on the thousands of wrecks in
the Great Lakes. A pattern is beginning to emerge, however,
of an indigenous Great Lakes shipbuilding tradition which has
evolved &
I situ. Methods of building, cargoes carried,
shipboard artifact assemblages and ultimately the manner in
which these wrecks have occurred, are closely tied to the
economic and social matrix of which they were a part and the
environmental conditions within which they operated. The
fieldwork carried out to date has, for the most part, been
conducted by avocational researchers working in co-operation
with professional archaeologists. Groups such as Save
Ontario Shipwrecks have a close working relationship with the
Ministry of Citizenship and Culture Marine Unit. This has
led to a situation where the sports diving community in
Ontario is beginning to take a responsible attitude towards
the preservation of this marine heritage resource, and is
working with government to accomplish this end.
Bien que ltOntario fGt explorge et ses habitants se
soient install& pr&s de ses cours dleau, 116tude
archgologique des &paves des Grands Lacs de Ontario est un
En fait, peu de travaux de
domaine relativement &cent.
recherches ont 6t& effectugs sur la multitude d16paves des
Grands Lacs. ~ 6 j gdes traditions de construction navales ont
pu &re d6cel6es. Les methodes de construction, les
cargaisons, les assemblages d'objets fabriques de mgme que
les raisons que ont provoqu6 ces naufrages sont gtroitement
religs au d6veloppement 6conomique et social ainsi qu'au
contexte de fonctionnement. Les recherches effectuges
jusquls present par des amateurs lront 6t6 en collaboration
aves des archgologues professionnels. Des regroupements
comme Save Ontario Shipwrecks travaillent en gtroite
collaboration avec le ~inist&redes Affaires civiques et
culturelles. Les amateurs de plongge sous-marine ont donc su
dsvelopper un plus grand int6rgt pour la pr6servation de
notre patrimonine aquatique et travaillent main dans la main
afin dratteindre cet objectif.

I

Henry T. Epp
Saskatchewan Environment
Regina, Sask.

PLAINS
Fri AM

WAY OF THE MIGRANT H~RDS:DUAL HERDING STRATEGY AMONG BISON
Prehistoric human seasonal movements on the northern
Great Plains frequently are explained in relation to
postulated bison movement patterns. At present, two
contradictory hypotheses regarding seasonality of bison
movements are entrenched in the archaeological literature,
with consequent implications for explanations of human
demographic relationships. One postulate is that bison
herds migrated regularly between woodland and grassland
environments with the seasons. The opposing postulate is
that bison did not migrate, engaging in no more than erratic
seasonal movements. Based on recorded historical
observations and recdnt scientific data, these
interpretations have had a powerful influence on
explanations of prehi~storichuman movement and settlement
patterns, at times le,adingto active debate. Recent
ecological evidence ilndicated that a common foraging
strategy among bovines employs a dual herding practice -some populations migrate seasonally while others remain
sedentary in wooded, ecologically varied locations. In
other words, migratory and non-migratory behaviour occur at
the same time among herds which mingle freely with each
other when occupying the wooded ecosystems. Historical and
ecolgical data suggest that the bison of the northern Great
dual herding strategy, maximizing
Plains employed such
ecological niche oppoptunities. A human demographic
implication of this e ological observation disfavours the
bands following migraping herds hypothesis, favouring a
model of more sedentary human bands. Likely, the bands
sought partially wooded, ecologically varied locations for
habitation, habitats preferred by the more predictable, nonmigratory bison herds, venturing into open grasslands
seasonally when the migrating herds were there, less
predictable but frequently in large numbers.
I

ESSO ,Resources
Calgary, Alberta
DIGGING INTO COLD

POSTER
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JUNE 1986, ETHEL LAKE

The site was dis overed 50 years ago by Doris and Edgar
Duckett when they con inually found stone implements in
their garden.
In 1980 Esso Resources provided research funds for a
program of archaeological test excavations at the Duckett
site (at Ethel Lake) and for analysis of the Duckett
collection of artifacts. The results of this study
demonstrated that the Duckett site is potentially one of the
more significant archAeologica1 sites in northeastern

Alberta. Analysis of projectile points recovered from the
surface indicated that the site had been continuously
occupied for the last 10,000 years.
In 1986 Esso engaged Calgary archaeologists, Edward J.
McCullough and Gloria J. Fedirchuk, to conduct additional
research at the Duckett site.
The excavation work took place from June 9 to June 18
inclusive, in which 20 interested volunteer diggers
participated as amateur archaeologists. This opportunity was
the chance of a life time to take part in a dig that might
unearth some of the most significant finds ever in
northeastern Alberta. The volunteers came from Fort
McMurray, Vermilion, Lloydrninster and the local Grand Centre,
Cold Lake, Bonnyville area.
Findings - It is estimated that up to 5000 items were
unearthed. Knife River flint, thought only available in
North Dakota, and Beaver River sandstone, believed to come
from the Fort McMurray area were found at the site. This
helps to substantiate the archaeologists' belief that the
area's prehistoric residents travelled quite widely. This
finding included pottery, 8000 year old spear point,
projectile point, crude spearheads, chisels, knives, awls,
scraping tools and animal bone fragments. All indicators
that the area has been continually occupied for 10,000 years.
Display - An archaeological display of the Duckett site
findings was coordinated by Esso Resources and designed and
built under the direction of Mrs. Joan Dingle. It was and is
being used to help raise the awareness of archaeology in the
local schools. Esso provided tours of the excavation site to
400 interested individuals, groups and school field trips
were organized in June 1986.
By spring, 1987 a report on the results of the Duckett
Dig will be available.
Gloria Fedirchuk
Fedirchuk McCullough Associates Ltd.
Calgary, Alberta
PUBLIC ARCHAEOLOGY

-

SOCIETY
Sat PM

THE DUCKETT SITE 1986

Esso Resources Canada Limited sponsored a public
archaeology program at the Duckett Site at Ethel Lake in
northeastern Alberta. The objective of the program was to
heighten public awareness of archaeological resources in the
area. This objective was met through a volunteer program for
interested individuals to participate in excavations at the
Duckett Site, an annotated display of artifacts from the
site, a lecture on archaeological methods, and tours of
"archaeology in action" which were provided to the local
schools and general public.

Daryl Fedje
Environment Canada, Parks Canada
Calgary, Alberta

PLAINS
Fri PM

ECLIPSE: AN EARLY STEMMED POINT OCCUPATION IN THE NORTHERN
ROCKY MOUNTAINS
Excavations at The Eclipse Site in Banff National Park,
Alberta encountered a PaleoIndian component of Hell Gap age.
This occupation was ssociated with a weak regosol situated
stratigraphically be ow a thick layer of Mazama tephra.
Several stemmed points, tools and dense concentrations of
lithic detritus were recovered. Organic preservation was
poor, however, some charcoal was present. Four charcoal
samples were submitted for radiocarbon (A.M.S.) dating
producing a mean age of ca. 9750 B.P.

f

Theresa A. Ferguson
ATHAPASKAN
Fri AM
Department of Anthropology, University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta
1
NORTHERN BISON PROCU$EMENT:IMPLICATIONS FOR ARCHAEOLOGY

h

This paper synt esizes historical and ethnographic data
on bison procurementin Northern Alberta and Southern
Northwest Territoried. Some implications for the type and
distribution of cultdral remains are outlined.
I
William Ferris
Saskatchewan Research Council
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

LIMITED STONE CIRCLE RECORDING
AND RECORDING OF STONE CIRCLES

PLAINS
Fri AM

-

A METHOD FOR THE EVALUATION

Stone circle re$earch on the Plains has gone through
many phases of increasing methodological sophistication.
However, the exact m$thods of recording the most prominent
feature of that resedrch, stone circles, has proven to be a
somewhat intractable problem. Although full feature mapping
of stone circles remains the ideal, time and financial
constraints often preclude it being possible. A variety of
other methods have been suggested to enable basic
information retrieval so some data is preserved for future
research questions. Limited Stone Circle Recording is a
method which attempts to record basic ring data and to
provide a method by which stone circles may be evaluated in
the context of the given site resource. Several areas of
concern are addressed using examples taken from current and
past archaeological projects. These concerns include:
1. an examination of the ability of this method to
accurately record basic information for a stone
circle as compared to full feature mapping;

2.

the ability of this method to provide a means for
the evaluation of ring data;
3 . and what potential it has for providing further
interpretative data for the sites concerned.
Finally some of the problems with the method are
discussed and future directions are suggested.

Jim Finnigan

COMPUTERS

Saskatchewan Research Council
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

Thur PM

WHEN TREES EQUAL ARTIFACTS: COMPUTING BEYOND THE INFORMATION
EXPLOSION
The last few years have seen the development of a large
number of project specific data bases, the majority of which
are concerned with the management of artifacts. These data
bases have permitted much more efficient handling of large
site assemblages as well as permitting individual researchers
to address questions that previously would have been too time
consuming. The problem is that the number of avenues of data
extraction soon come to approximate the number of artifacts,
leaving the bewildered researcher lost in a forest of
computer print-outs. This paper addresses some solutions to
this dilemma by examining the nature of archaeological data
structures and the need for a sub-discipline like
'Chemometrics'.
Jim Finnigan and William Ferris
Saskatchewan Research Council
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

COMPUTER WORKSHOP
Wed

MANAGEMENT USES OF MICRO-COMPUTER DATABASES
The Saskatchewan Research Council has been using a
micro-computer based data management system for a number of
years now. The system was originally designed for the
Nipawin Reservoir Heritage Study but it has undergone
continuous evolution. The paper describes the reasons for
going the route of a micro-computer database. A
demonstration of the system in operation will be given.
Knut R. Fladmark
Department of Archaeology, Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, B.C.

METHODS
Fri PM

LIMITED SEDIMENT SAMPLING AS A PARTIAL REPLACEMENT FOR LARGE
SCALE EXCAVATION

Archaeological excavation techniques have changed little
in the last 20 years, despite substantial evolution of the
theoretical base. Most field projects still focus on the

rapid removal of large site-volumes, with coarse traditional
field methods. "Cultural Resource Managers" are well aware
of the diminishing nqture of site resources, although
apparently that messqge still has not really hit home to the
In fact, traditional excavations by
discipline as a who1
archaeologists can b viewed as some of the most destructive
modern impacts focussed on archaeological sites. This paper
reports an experimen? to replicate data recovered by a
traditional 11 square metre excavation of a prehistoric
house floor in the Mt. Edziza area of northwestern British
Columbia, with the mqcrodebitage and other contents of a
single 50 centimetre square, 30 centrimetre deep, bulk
sample. The conclusion is that the larger excavation was
unnecessary for all but house-plan mapping, and certain
descriptive details of the total site assemblage.

$
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COAST SALISH
Pamela J. Ford
Department of Anthropology, University of Washington Fri PM
Seattle, Washington
NATIVE GULF OF GEORGIA SUBSISTENCE AND EUROPEAN CONTACT: CAN
WE DETECT CULTURE C H ~ G EIN SHELLS AND BONES?
Shell midden sites in the Gulf of Georgia present
archaeologists with 4 wealth of subsistence remains,
especially shell and bone. At Garrison Bay on San Juan
Island, excavation sQonsored by the University of Washington
and hosted by the U.?. National Park Service has produced
faunal subsistence ddta that allows the analysis of
associated fauna within individual deposits. These deposits
vary in volume from 4 liters to well over 1,000 liters.
Each midden deposit contains a different association of
fauna. The relationships of each deposit, both horizontally
and vertically, have been recorded and many have been dated
so that analyses observe both variability within time
periods and variability between time periods. These
associations of vertebrates and invertebrates may be
examined to test hyp theses about subsistence changes over
time and they may be correlated with other subsistence data
such as botanical remains, bone tools, and lithics to
provide a more detailed picture of subsistence on San Juan
Island. This paper specifically examines the difference
between faunal associations from prehistoric deposits and
those from historic period deposits.

9
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Michael Forsman
Archaeological survey of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta

HISTORIC
Fri AM

DISCOVERING MANIFESTATIONS OF THE AMERICAN WEST ON THE
CANADIAN FRONTIER C.1869 - 1895.
Archaeological excavations on historic sites have

yielded comparative data useful for examining the presence of
American influence in southern Alberta. In reviewing the
results from a number of site types, an analysis is offered
as to their significance in interpreting ethnicity from
material culture assemblages. Particular attention is
focussed on pattern recognition in ceramic wares and
armaments - related artifact classifications.
Lynn Fredlund
GCM Services, Inc.
Butte, Montana

PLAINS
Fri PM

INTRASITE SPATIAL PATTERNS AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR: A STUDY OF 13
STONE CIRCLE SITES IN NORTHERN MONTANA
Mitigation of impact to 13 stone ring sites along the
Western Power Administration's Havre to Fort Peck
transmission line on the glaciated prairie of northern
Montana entailed the study of patterns of surficial features.
Stone rings, arcs and cairns (total features n=1046) were
recorded by their surface attributes (e.g., length, width,
number of rocks per compass sector, shape, direction of long
axis, courses, gaps in the rocks alignments) and as to their
location on maps with 2 m contour intervals. Based on these
collected data and locational information intrasite and
intersite patterns were examined through a combination of
statistical and visual studies. The primary statistic used
to define physical clusters of features and to group
attributes such as ring size or number of rocks was K-means,
with bivariate and strength of association tests as
appropriate. Results of the analysis indicated several
factors relating to human behavior which can be obtained
strictly from surficial information. It was found that there
are at least two distinct patterns of lodge arrangement at
sites -- those that are physically clustered and those that
are distinctly not clustered. This is suggestive of
variations in the political and social structure of the
group. Of the numerous feature attributes examined, size of
rings and number of rocks are the most significant for
differentiating sites - factors which suggest there are
differences in lodge construction methods or techniques for
the human groups through time. Support for the integrity of
the individual spatial clusters of features is from
multivariate analyses which indicate when several attributes
are combined the strength of association per spatial cluster
increases, or the closer the features the more similar the
attributes. This suggests that the defined clusters of
features were, in most cases, constructed by human groups
participating in a similar cultural system.

~

Pierre Friele
Department of Geography, Univ. of British Columbia

GEOARCH
Sat PM

SITE VISIBILITY IN THE POST-GLACIAL LANDSCAPE OF THE
THOMPSON PLATEAU, SOTTHWESTERN BRITISH COLUMBIA
I

During July and August 1986 an archaeological survey
was carried out near Ashcroft, B.C.
The survey involved an
intensive, systematic ground reconnaissance of seven square
kilometres of terrain. This paper examines surficial site
visibility in the context of the geomorphic processes that
have acted in this l~ndscapesince the retreat of the
Geomorphic processes have not acted
cordilleran ice shee
on the landscape wit the same magnitude or frequency
through time; therefore, a process (such as debris flow
activity) may have been dominant in one period but
insignificant in anoFher. This point, as it affects the
depositional context of archaeological sites, is especially
important in southwe tern British Columbia where the
landscape was extremFly unstable prior to 6600 BP and has
stabilized since thep.

L.
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Pat Froese
I
Saskatchewan Culture 1 and Recreation
Regina, Saskatchewan1

COMPUTER WORKSHOP
Wed

DESIGNING USER-ORIENTED DATABASES
Saskatchewan Culture and Recreation is developing a
conputerized database for its archaeological resource
inventory and permit system, which is user services oriented
and menu-driven. An analysis of current and predicted uses
of inventory and permits information preceded the designing
of the database. RaFher than replicating the inventory
record and permit forms, the database was structured to
facilitate anticipated output reports. Design was also
influenced by limitations in the inventory itself (e.g.
inconsistency in data recording). Dataease, a menu-driven
database program, was chosen so that staff with minimal
computer skills could access the computerized information
easily without having the capability to alter the database.
Staff already have a cess to the records which have been
entered into the dat base through several standard output
reports as well as t rough a one-time report function.

F
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Tom Fuller
Alberta Underwater Archaeology Society

SOCIETY
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UNDERWATER

THE ALBERTA
ARCHAEOLOGY SOCIETY : ORIGIN,
OBJECTIVES AND PLANS FOR 1987

Underwater archaeology has flourished in Ontario and

British Columbia where maritime history has long caught the
interest of academics and captured the imagination of the
recreational scuba diver. In the prairie provinces
underwater investigations tend to have been largely ad hoc or
ignored due to absence of skilled underwater archaeologists
and preemptive costs.
The Alberta Underwater Archaeology Society (AUAS) made
its appearance in Alberta as a non-profit organization to
broaden archaeological research into a largely unexplored
dimension of Alberta -- Alberta's rivers and lakes. The
promise of discoveries of academic and cultural value appears
to be quite good in the province, ranging from the
prehistoric to historic periods of human occupation.
Long term objectives of the Society have been formulated
and are now being actively translated into immediate plans
for action. Several projects to be undertaken in 1987 will
be reviewed.
Maria Teresa Garcia
Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta

RESEARCH
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SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING NEW, SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING
OUT OF THE BLUE: DEVELOPMENT OF A SOUTHWESTERN POTTERY TYPE
Ceramic analysis has been a principal component of
archaeological research in the Northamerican Southwest since
the turn of the century. It was the basis for the revolution
in Southwestern archaeology that led to the systematic
classification of material remains through time and space.
Definitions of ceramic style and variability continue to
challenge and stimulate researchers. Proposed analysis of a
large collection of Chupadero Black-on-White pottery from the
Capitan North Archaeological Project will contribute to
documentation of the stylistic evolution of a well-known but
little-studied Southwestern ceramic type.

Richard Garvin
Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta

GEOARCH
Sat PM

THE MANIPULATION OF VERTEBRATE REMAINS: A SCAVENGER'S
PERSPECTIVE
This paper explores the dynamics of bone destruction and
dispersal with particular reference to canids as the
attritional agents. It is shown how the activity of
scavenging animals is able to distort or mask human activity,
thereby biasing archaeological interpretation. Emphasis is
placed on optimal patch use and energy extraction models in
an attempt to explain recurring damage patterns and bone
distributions seen in wolf and dog scavenging experiments.

Survival rates for specific bone types are then estimated
and compared with actual bone frequencies from
archaeological sites.
~ 6 1 6 n eGauvin
Laboratoire ~'Arch&ologie,UQAM
~ o n t d a l ,~u6bec

COMPUTER WORKSHOP
Wed

Exemple de d6veldppement d'une base de donnges destinee
a la gestion des tCimoins arch6ologiques 3 l'aide du
logiciel REVELATION.
- Motivation du clhoix de ce logiciel; fonctionnement
g&n&ral
- Description de la structure de fichier: tables des
donn4es de terrain et d'analyse pour les vestiges lithiques,
osseux, fugaces
Rellationentre ces tables
- Composition des menus, options disponsibles : mise ,a
jour, sClection, liste, statistiques, transferts de donnees
- Apprgciation gGn6rale.

...

Kodzo Gavua
Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta

ETHNICITY
Fri PM

MAFA ARCHITECTURAL STYLE: EMBLEMS AND ASSERTIONS
This paper will ekamine the concept of style in
relation to the architpcture of the Mafa of Extreme-North
Cameroon. The Mafa are the largest of several ethnic groups
that inhabit the Manda~ahighlands of northern Cameroon.
Their society and culture are comparatively traditional and
less transformed by the wave of modernization that is taking
place in that region of Africa.
Based on data collected during nine months of intensive
research in six southern Mafa villages I will demonstrate
that Mafa architecture carries symbols that express the
values of the Mafa sockety and elicit corresponding
responses. Some gaps in the understanding of the concept of
style and its application to archaeological interpretation
including a) the nature and origins of style, b) how it is
employed in social interaction, c) how it develops through
time and space, and d) how it finally enters the
archaeological record, will also be addressed.

Nicholas Gessler
RESEARCH
Department of Anthropology, University of California Sat AM
Los Angeles, California
CULTURAL MATERIALS DATED AT 10,435+/-105 B.P. IN BRITISH
COLUMBIA, CANADA
In all of North America, the prehistory of British
Columbia is perhaps the least well known because of its late
colonization and relatively late fluorescence of academic
archaeology. The coast of the province has been proposed as
a relatively ice-free migration route for man into the
Americas during the final stages of the Ice Ages. This
proposal is in direct competition with a hypothesized icefree corridor thought to have existed in Alberta during the
terminal Pleistocene epoch. The Queen Charlotte Islands,
located some 50 miles south of Alaska, and 50 miles west of
the mainland coast of B.C., have recently provided evidence
of ice-free conditions at the peak of the Fraser (Wisconsin)
glaciation in the form of buried soils containing plant
macrofossils on the northern east coast. My earlier
excavations have isolated cultural material at Kiusta, at a
depth of 1.5 meters, roughly equivalent to the present sealevel, and at an age of 10,435+/-105 years BP. This date is
consistent with peat from the bottom of a bog on Langara
Island, some two miles to the north, which marks the
emergence of land from the terminal Pleistocene at 10,850+/800 years BP. This date is the earliest evidence for human
occupation on the Queen Charlotte Islands, exceeding the
previously reported earliest radiocarbon date for cultural
remains by over 3,000 years. In addition, this is the
earliest date for human occupation in the province of B.C.
This early site is a maritime adaptation to local
resources as evidenced by a dense shell-midden, almost devoid
of lithic material. West coast cave sites of undetermined
ages also show deep and dense shell-middens, with at least
one displaying a crude assemblage of pebble choppers and
flakes. Although this site falls within the time period of
early dated "Old Cordilleran Traditionf1and "Big Game Hunting
Tradition" sites such as Clovis and Folsom, it appears to be
significantly different. It shares certain affinities with
the Five Mile Rapids (Dalles Reservoir) site on the Columbia
River, as well as Californian sites which it predates and
Peruvian ones. Within its class of sites, it is among the
earliest, or perhaps the earliest example.
A decade of research association with the Queen
Charlotte Islands Museum, with paleobotanists and
archaeologists from Simon Fraser University, with ~leistocene
geomorphologists, and the Haida Indian Band, will facilitate
this project. During the coming summer, the early components
of the village of Kiusta which yielded the 10,000 year old
date will be investigated more thoroughly. ~dditionally,
this early date at roughly present sea-level, suggests that
the 100-odd sea-caves which I earlier located on the west
coast may be of similar antiquity. One or more of these

caves will be tested with excavations to an estimated depth
of up to 5 meters. Pleistocene to recent landforms will be
studied to ascertain the history of ocean encroachment on
the land and its resultant implications for the location of
archaeological sites. Promising sites will be sampled. The
research will establish a chronology for cultural change on
the west-coast of the Charlottes from which inferences may
be drawn about the sub'sistence and adaptations of these
early inhabitants of the New World.
Terry Gibson and Sabine Stratton
Department of Anthropology, University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta
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IN SEARCH OF THE INDIVIDUAL IN PREHISTORY: ANALYSING FINGER
PRINTS ON SELKIRK POTTERY FROM SASKATCHEWAN
Approximately 100 Selkirk ceramic vessels have been
identified from the ~ukhfieldWest site, located on the
Saskatchewan River in east central Saskatchewan. Nearly 30%
of these pots bear easily visible finger print traces that
were impressed into the surface of the vessels during their
manufacture.
Since f'ngerprint analysis is a wellestablished technique or identifying an individual, a
research project was i itiated to use fingerprint traces as a
means of isolating ind vidual potters on the late
prehistoric site.
Initial work conc ntrated on developing ways of
detecting and recording the partial-print ceramic traces.
Natural and laser light illumination was employed to isolate
and highlight completei as well as partial and obscured
prints. Photographic dnd computer enhancement techniques
were used to produce f'ngerprint models from which
individual identificatlons could be made. Subsequent
research addressed thecreation of a fingerprint 'vportfoliov'
for the vessels recovered from Bushfield West, which
ultimately will be use& to isolate individual potters on the
site.
If sufficient finger print characteristics are present
to isolate individual potters within the ceramic assemblage,
the information may prove to be invaluable in determining
intra-site settlement patterning at the well-preserved
Bushfield West site. In addition, the portfolio will be
useful as a reference for other researchers to consult
should finger prints be detected on Selkirk pottery from
other sites in the region. Finger print analysis may prove
to be an important tool in helping to determing the regional
extent and composition of Selkirk complexes in Western
Canada.

1
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Janette M. inns
Newfoundland Marine Archaeology Society
St. John's, Newfoundland
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THE PORT KIRWAN PROJECT: 1986 SURVEY IN FERMEUSE HARBOUR,
NEWFOUNDLAND / PROJET PORT KIRWAN: ETUDE DU PORT DE FERMEUSE
TERRE-NEUVE, 1986
Twenty years of diver exploration in Fermeuse Harbour
has lead to the discovery of early European activity areas
and the location of several shipwrecks. One wreck site is in
26 meters depth of water in Admiral's Cove (Port Kirwan), an
area utilized by English fishermen and planters in the 17th
and early 18th centuries. Until 1986, these underwater
historic resources in Fermeuse were not reported and no
archaeological investigation had been undertaken. This paper
concentrates on the results of the predisturbance survey at
Port Kirwan, successful diver collaboration, intergroup
communication, problems associated with deeper diving and
approaches to future research.
L'exploration sous-marine des vingt derni&res annges a
abouti a la dgcouverte de zones d'activitg datant des
premiers ~uropeensainsi que plusieurs &paves. Un des sites
de naufrage se trouve
une profondeur de 26m dans Admiral's
Cove (Port Kirwan), zone qui Btait utilisge par les pgcheurs
et planteurs anglais au 17iSme et au debut du 18iCme siecle.
Les ressources historiques sous-marines de Fermeuse ont 6tC
mentionnges pour la premisre fois en 1986 seulement et aucune
recherche arch6ologique n'a 6t& entreprise. Cette
communication traite surtout des rgsultats de lv6tudefaite
avant les fouilles 2 Port Kirwan, de la collaboration
fructueuse avec l'gquipe de plong&e, des bonnes
communic?tions entre les groupes et des problemes de la
plongge a de plus grandes profondeurs ainsi que la maniere
d'entreprendre les recherches futures.
Bryan Gordon
ARCTIC EXPLOR.
Archaeological Survey of Canada, Canadian Museum
Thur AM
of Civilization, Ottawa, Ontario
EXCAVATION AND REBUILDING OF A HUT AND HOUSE AT THE NADLAK
SITE (VIDEO)
Little Ice Age climate from 1400 to 1700 A.D. disrupted
dual sea and land mammal hunting, such that the Copper Inuit
left the coast and concentrated on Barrenland caribou,
building permanent stone winter houses and antler summer and
fall huts at Barrenland river-crossings. This TV tape shows
the excavation and rebuilding of a hut and house at the
Nadlak site near the Arctic Circle. Other scenes of animals
and the migration of 35,000 caribou past Nadlak represent the
huge quantity of bone found in 15 dwellings and four bone
levels underlying the whole island. The island is being

eroded and part of the remains of some hundred thousand
animals rest on the beach and lake bottom. Digging showed
the hut had five superimposed floors inside four antler
rings, with one ring serving two occupations. The rings
were more than butchering debris, as their antlers were
intentionally trimmed from the few bulls in the mainly cowcalf herds near the calving ground, gathered and evenly
distributed around each floor except for the door. The
rebuilding of a wall and open-dome roof is suggested from
the fallen intertwined antler ring. Hundreds of km from
whale-bone and trees, antler was valued in tool-making and
hut construction.
ARCTIC EXPLOR.
Barry M. Gough and John Phillips Greenhouse
Dept. of History, Wilfred Laurier University and
Thur AM
Dept. of Earth Sciences, University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario
GEQRGE PHILLIPS AND STEFANSSON: SUPPLYING THE CANADIAN
ARCTIC EXPEDITION
This paper is based on hitherto unknown and unused
documentation, especially the private notebooks of George
Phillips, sometime Admiralty Storekeeper at Esquimalt,
British Columbia. It is also based on official
correspondence and reports of the expedition and on
Phillips-Stefansson letters deposited in the Dartmouth
College Library in New Hampshire.
George Phillips was responsible to the Deputy Minister
of the Department of Marine and Fisheries, George J.
Dabarats, for supplying the Canadian Arctic Expedition. In
addition to arranging certain details of supply in
conjunction with directives from his superiors he travelled
with Stefansson by steamer to Nome, Alaska, before the
Karluk sailed on her ill-fated expedition.
This paper will explore two themes: one, the problems
of supply for the Karluk expedition, and two, the personal,
anecdotal views of Phillips with respect to Stefansson and
other members of the party.
George Phillips was given an Eskimo carving of the
Karluk, the only known such native carving of this vessel.
The carving is in a private collection. However, copies of
photographs of the ship model will be available for the
Conference, and arrangements are being made to have the ship
model available for display.

Sheila Greaves
University of British Columbia
Vancouver, B.C.
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A COMPARISON OF MICROLITHIC TECHNOLOGY FROM TWO UPLAND
VALLEYS IN THE CANADIAN INTERIOR PLATEAU
This paper presents a method for investigating the
cultural significance of microlithic technology in the
Canadian Interior Plateau through an identification of the
nature and distribution of activities associated with
microblades in two upland valleys. The method involves an
application of morphological typologies to tools and
debitage, and the recording of attributes selected to
indicate tool purpose and manufacturing strategy at each
site. In addition, activity area analysis is conducted by
preparation of two-dimensional site maps displaying unit
location of all artifacts, and visual inspection to define
the location and type of activities. Preliminary results
indicate that there are differences between the two valleys
both in the uses of microblades and the types of activities
conducted at microlithic sites. This suggests that the
widespread use of microblades in these areas is related to
their versatility and portability, and not to functional
specificity.
Fred Gregory
Save Ontario Shipwrecks
Orleans, Ontario
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SAVE ONTARIO SHIPWRECKS (SOS) AND THE "LILLIE PARSONS":
DISCOVERING ONTARIO'S MARINE HERITAGE / SAVE ONTARIO
SHIPWRECKS (SOS) ET LE "LILLIE PARSONS": A LA DECOWERTE DU
PATRIMOINE MARITIME DE L'ONTARIO
The project, conducted by volunteers with Save Ontario
Shipwrecks, studied the remains of the two masted schooner
Lillie Parsons. Wrecked in the Brockville narrows in 1877,
the vessel is representative of the many which plied the
Great Lakes durina the 19th centurv.
Save ~ntario-shipwrecksis dedicated to furthering
public knowledge and appreciation of Ontario's marine
heritage. Working with Provincial Archaeologists, this goal
is accomplished through education, peer pressure and
involvement in underwater archaeology.
The ultimate benefit, in addition to valuable
archaeological data, is the preservation of a non-renewable,
heritage and recreational resource.
Un projet, conduit par des volontaires de Save Ontario
Shipwrecks, a permis d16tudier les restes de la goglette a
deux mats nomm6e LILLIE PARSONS. Ayant fait naufrage dans le
dgtroit de Brockville en 1877, ce vaisseau est reprgsentatif
de ceux qui naviguaient sur les Grands Lacs au 19i&me si&cle.

Save Ontario ~hipqrecksa comme raison d1&tre de
comrnuniquer au publiqu , des connaissances et une
apprgciation du patrim ine maritime de lrOntario.
Travaillant en coop6ration avec des arch6ologues et la
province, son but est Bccompli
travers l'exemple,
1 &ducation ainsi qu'uqe introduction
1 ' arch6ologie
maritime.
Les bingfices ultimes seront en plus des donnees
arch&ologiques de
valeur, la conservation d'un
patrimoine non-renouvetable et le maintient d'un loisir
unique.
I
Robert Grenier
Marine Archaeology Unit, Environment Canada
Ottawa, Ontario

-
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THE RECORDING AND INTE~PRETATIONOF MARINE ARCHAEOLOGICAL
I
SITES
The achievements of the Marine Archaeology Unit of
Environment Canada - Parks are reviewed with emphases on the
recording and interpretation of marine archaeological sites.
The Red Bay Project and the newly opened Marine
Interpretation Centre in Restigouche, New Brunswick are
focal points of the di cussion. The paper will also examine
the roles and responsi ilities of the professional and the
volunteer in marine arqhaeology.

1

K.A. Grzymski
Royal Ontario Museum
Toronto, Ontario
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FROM ' ACROPOLE TO CAT~EDRAL
: RECENT ARCHAEOLOGICAL
DISCOVERIES IN NUBIA 1

!

This paper presen s some of the results of the Royal
Ontario Museum's Exped tion to Nubia in the wider context of
other recent archaeolo ical projects in the Sudan. Between
1984 and 1986 the author conducted three survey campaigns in
the Dongola Reach (Sudanese Nubia); these were followed in
the winter of 1986 by a limited test excavation at the site
of Hambukol, halfway between the Third and the Fourth Nile
Cataracts. The materikl revealed so far may be dated from
c. 100 B.C. to 1400 A.D.

Colin W. Gurnsey
Archaeological Society of British Columbia
Vancouver, B.C.

-
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A BRITISH COLUMBIA PERSPECTIVE

Since its founding in 1966, the Archaeological Society
of British ~olumbiahas played a major role in shaping
interest in and protecting B.C.'s prehistoric heritage. This
paper will outline the A.S.B.C.'s many programs, lobbying
efforts
goals along with its perspective on the role of
Avocational Archaeologists in an increasingly professional
world. Exa ples will be provided of ways in which
avocational archaeologists provide a service to society,
government and academia and why professional archaeologists
must put up with us.

and^
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Don Hanna
COMPUTER WORKSHOP
Department f Archaeology, Simon Fraser University
Wed
Burnaby , B
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USER DESIGN D PROGRAMS FOR THE ANALYSIS AND MAPPING
ARCTIC TENT,RINGS

HIGH

This pkper describes a set of BASIC language programs
written exc~lusivelyfor the mapping and analysis of stone
circles recorded using rapid mapping techniques developed on
the High Plains. The project is suggested as a case study
for archaeologists interested in designing specific
application~swhich lie outside the realm of commercially
available spftware. Emphasis is laid upon the archaeologist
as programmpr rather than simple user.
Margaret G. Hanna
Saskatchewan Museum of Natural History
Regina, Sasgatchewan

HEAD-SMASHED-IN
Thur AM

CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY AT HEAD-SMASHED-IN, DkPj-1
Seven sherds from the Head-Smashed-In campsite and bone
processing area are analyzed using macroscopic and
microscopic examination of sherds and thin sections to study
technological and mineralogical parameters. A clay sample
collected 6km from the site is also examined and compared
with the pottery.
Four different clay sources are represented in the HeadSmashed-In ceramics, one of which could be the source of the
analyzed clay sample. Clay selection is crosscut by two
tempering patterns ( "heavy" and "light") , and two temper
sources (granite/gneiss and olivine gabbro). There is no
obvious correlation of forming technique, clay source, temper
source, temper amount, or location within the site. Such a
correlation is impossible to determine given the sample size

of seven sherds.

1
Sharon Hanna
Department of Anthropology and Archaeology, Univ.
of Saskatchewan, Saskgtoon, Saskatchewan
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LITHIC ASSEMBLAGE VARIABILITY AT THE CAPITAN NORTH PROJECT,
NEW MEXICO
Excavations at the Robinson Site (LA463261 near
Capitan, New Mexico hpve yielded an abundance of lithic
remains, as well as items of ceramic, faunal and botanical
interest. The chippep stone industry at this Lincoln Phase
pueblo at first appears to be a homogeneous assemblage in
terms of both verticab and horizontal stratigraphy. A
preponderance of apparently unutilized debitage overshadows
the relatively few "formedu tools. The nature and function
of this unusual chipped stone industry is being investigated
in terms of raw material utilization, technological
manufacture, and relationships with other industries on the
site. The manufacture and maintenance of ground stone
artifacts is believedto be of extreme importance in
explaining the variability observed in this chipped stone
I
assemblage.
Diane Hanson
COAST SALISH
Fri PM
Department of Archaeobogy, Simon Fraser University
I
Burnaby, B.C.
PREHISTORIC SUBSISTENCE AT THE PENDER CANAL SITES AND THE
SURROUNDING AREA
Ethnographic, historic and archaeological records from
the Strait of Georgia are compared with faunal material
recovered from the Pender Canal sites (DeRt-1 and DeRt-2) to
develop a regional picture of prehistoric subsistence.
DeRt-1 has finely layered deposits with fish providing the
primary vertebrate rehains. DeRt-2 is a cemetary site with
thick strata. The predominant non-human vertebrate remains
are mammalian with deer and dog the most numerous. Upon
initial investigation DeRt-1 appears the more typical of
shell midden sites i n the region. Despite ethnographic
accounts of reef nett'ng stations nearby, salmon bones are
not nearly so common s those from rockfish. Shellfish are
the primary fauna in b11 deposits and bird remains are not
common in any deposit^ on either site.

ti

Brian Hayden
Department of Archaeology, Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, B. C.:
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RIMS, ROOMS, hND ROOFS: HOUSEPIT FORMATION PROCESSES AT
KEATLEY CREEK1
ns at Keatley Creek, near Lillooet, B.C., are
-term research into the development of large
residential corporate groups in the area. The first stage of
this research involves the identification of living floors in
housepit features with episodic re-occupations from preShuswap times (before 4 0 0 0 BPI to Kamloops times (est. 5 0 0
BP). Pronounced spatial patterning corresponding to the use
and storage of many classes of remains provides strong
indications of relatively undisturbed living floor deposits.
This patterning occurs in terms of features, fire-cracked
rocks, debitage, lithic tools, microdebitage, faunal and
botanical remains. There are also important differences in
the content and nature of roof vs. floor deposits, with less
gravels in fl ors, less weathered bone, and less random dip
orientations f the larger elements. On the other hand,
small sedimen fractions, including lithic microdebitage and
the overall nature of the lithic assemblage differ vary
little between floor and roof deposits. This implies (a)
that the sameactivities took place on the roof and living
floors, or (b] that the cultural contents of roof deposits
consisted priqarily of general (unsorted, unbiased, bulk)
debris from the floors. Rim deposits appear to be more
unique, and constitute remarkable environments for organic
preservation. Little is understood as yet about how rim
deposits formkd.
Brian Hayden qnd Rob Gargett
Department o f Archaeology, Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, B.C.,
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Preliminqry analysis of lithic materials from eight
housepits at $he Keatley Creek site near Lillooet B.C.
indicates a srprising degree of differential access to nonlocal raw matrials according to housepit affiliation. Not
only do residents of different contemporaneous housepits use
raw materialsfrom different sources, but these differences
appear to per ist over time, in some cases possibly spanning
the entire oc upation sequence at the site from the Shuswap
Horizon ( 4 2 0 0 BP) to the Kamloops Horizon (ending ca. 2 0 0
BP). This deqree of continuity is remarkable and indicates
not only thatresidents of households formed extremely
coherent and onglasting residential corporate groups, but
that rights t use particular housepits remained within the
same group ov r time. These long-lasting lithic procurement
patterns appeqr to be most pronounced in the larger

1

4

housepits. Smaller housepits appear to change over time,
indicating that it iq the larger corporate groups that are
the most stable, as Would be expected. Access to lithic raw
materials is probably not the basis for the formation of
large corporate grouqs; thus the existence of coherent and
stable corporate groups probably implies strong and lasting
ownership by corporate groups of other important economic
resources, most likeZy highly productive fishing locations.
The preliminary natuqe of this analysis must be emphasized.
Norman A. Haywood
Department of Geography, University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba
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ONTARIO
An archaeological survey was done during the summer of
It
excluded the areas adjacent to and a few kilometres north of
the Rainy River. Sites were found to be few in number and
typically consisted o~fonly a few artifacts. Due to the
presence of glacial till, raw materials for artifact
production were scarcle so were generally imported from
nearby sources. ~ r t ~ f a c tfrom
s
the western part of the
study area, around the town of Stratton, appear to date from
the Palaeo-Indian to the Archaic periods. Raw materials for
these artifacts origilnatepredominantly from the Kenora area
to the north. One notable exception is the basal portion of
a projectile point which is made from Hixton silicified
sandstone from Wisconsin. Artifacts from the eastern part
of the study area, near Emo, date from the Archaic to
Woodland. Lithic materials for these artifacts originated
from the Quetico ProvlincialPark area to the east. No
ceramics were recovered from either area.
1986 in the Rainy River district, northwestern Ontario.

I

EASTERN ARCTIC
James W. Helmer
Fri AM
Department of ~rchaeo~logy,
University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta
CULTURE CLASSIFICATORY TERMINOLOGY IN EASTERN ARCTIC
PREHISTORY: THE HORSE ISN'T DEAD YET!
Eastern Arctic plrehistory lacks a standard
terminological and conceptual framework for classifying
archaeological as~emb~lages.Labels familiar to all of us orset, Sarqaq, etc. - have been
ie. Paleoeskimo,
simultaneously, and I might add indiscriminantly, applied to
such conceptually exclusive constructs as archaeological
traditions, local phalses, regional variants and
chronological periods or stages. Several attempts have
already been made to standardize this terminological melting
pot. Notable examplels include Plumet (1982) and Fitzhugh

pre-D

and Tuck (1983). Plumet's model has failed to gain much
support bec4use it employs terms and conceptual elements
drawn from a European framework unfamiliar to most North
American arc$!haeologists.
The model proposed by Fitzhugh and
Tuck retains common Eastern Arctic labels but employs a
terminological heirarchy that does not have wide
applicability outside of Labrador/Newfoundland. Using the
well known and broadly applied archaeological concepts of
Tradition, $tage, Sub-stage, Period, Complex, and Local
Sequence and the less well known construct of Facies (defined
herein as acornbination of the concepts of horizon and subtradition) this paper proposes an alternative culture
classificat ry system for Eastern Arctic prehistory. This
system is h erarchically based and can be easily expanded to
include the Western as well as the Eastern Arctic. It also
provides a consistent conceptual and terminological framework
for isolating and identifying regional variants and
developing sub-traditions. Adoption of this standardised
system, it is argued will significantly reduce the number of
counter-proguctive semantic arguments that have raged in
"Eastern Ar~tic circle^'^ for decades and will, it is hoped,
pave the way for more constructive debate in the years to
come.

!

James W. Helmer
Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta

SOCIETY
Sat AM

THE PALEOESKIMO PREHISTORY OF THE NORTH DEVON LOWLANDS:
RESULTS OF THE DEVON ISLAND ARCHAEOLOGY PROJECT 1982-1986
I

Since 1982 members of the Devon Island Archaeology
Project from the Department of Archaeology at the University
of Calgary have located a total of 159 archaeological sites
on the northeastern coast of Devon Island in the Canadian
High Arctic. Forty-four of these sites contain Paleoeskimo
components dating from circa 4500 to 1000 B.P. The
excavation of 21 habitation features from nine sites has
yielded evigence of seven discrete Paleoeskimo complexes in
the study akea. These include two distinct Early Pre-Dorset
period occu@ations, an intensive Middle Pre-Dorset period
occupation, two ( ? ) Late Pre-Dorset period components, a
Transitional Dorset period complex and a Late Dorset period
occupation. Foremost amongst the numerous significant finds
made by the Devon Island Archaeology Project are the first
Early Paleoeskimo human skeletal remains ever discovered and
an Early Pre-Dorset ivory maskette dating to circa 3850 B.P.
which is presently the oldest known example of Paleoeskimo
representational art. Ancillary studies currently being
conducted on data acquired from the North Devon Lowlands
include an en-depth analysis in the Jones Sound area, a
contextual-functional analysis of Early Paleoeskimo tent
rings and a temporal-functional analysis of Early Paleoeskimo
burin techn logy.

b

Andrew Hinshelwood
Old and In The Way Ar~chaeologicalConsultants
Thunder Bay, Ontario

METHODS
Fri PM

APSECTS OF THE LITHIC! INDUSTRY OF THE LATE PALAEO-INDIAN
LAKEHEAD COMPLEX
A variety of anallytical techniques utilized in the
analysis of the Lakehead Complex (late palaeo-indian)
Biloski site, DcJh-9, are discussed. It is shown that
several simple procedures of ordering lithic materials can
provide profiles of the basic characteristics of site
activity. These prockdures form the groundwork of lithic
analysis which suggest and predicate specialized analyses,
be they multivariate statistics or landscape
reconstructions.

Augustin Holl
ETHNIC1TY
Department of Ethnolo y and Prehistory, University
Fri PM
of Paris X - Nanterref France
OF HOUSE AND HEARTH: ~RCHAEOLOGYOF EMPTY PASTORAL CAMPS IN
NORTHERN CAMEROON

Nomadic pastoral communities of northernmost Cameroon
distinguish themselves or are distinct from other
communities not only by their mode of subsistence, animal
husbandry, but also b the choice of the animal to be reared
(cattle), their houseLuilding techniques, the material used,
and the specific spatial patterning of their camps. My
general hypothesis i s that the maintenance of specific
pastoral traits, which may be visible in the internal
patterning of domestip space, the structuration of domestic
space relative to public or communal space, is certainly a
general strategy with twofold consequences: maintaining the
cultural homogeneity and integrity of pastoral groups and at
the same time enhancihg systemic complementarity with
agriculturalists belonging to more complex socio-political
systems. I intend t o examine the categories of artefacts
which are left within seasonally abandoned camps, in order
to assess the potentigls of an archaeological approach in
the study of symbolic and ideological features.
Gayel A. Horsfall
Department of History, Univ. of British Columbia
Vancouver, B.C.

HISTORIC
Fri AM

METIS LOG BUILDINGS: ki SILENT DIALOGUE
Starting from the premise that the critical element of
structuralism for archaeologists is the notion of
isomorphism, or similarity of structural relationships
between components of a social system, a preliminary

theoretical model is developed relating the use of space and
social organization. The model is compared to data collected
as part of $he Metis Historical Archaeology Project in
central
summer of 1986. There
pattern to Metis spatial
and farms for the period from
differs noticeably from that
patterning of space appears
social tensions within the
of the continued Metis sense
within the larger Canadian
is based on ethnographic
to the potential
variables.
Christopher ~ u g h e s
Edmonton, A4berta

HEAD-SMASHED-IN
Thur PM

HIGH HOPES: A VISION QUEST SITE ON THE NORTHERN PLAINS
The vision quest phenomenon, as a means of obtaining
supernatural power, was an integral part of northern Plains
native spiritual life. Unlike the majority of spiritual
activity, the vision quest often had a direct archaeological
manifestation - the vision quest structure.
This paper will attempt a quick overview of the vision
quest phenomenon and its archaeological manifestations. As
well, DkPj-21, the Porcupine Vision Quest, and its variety of
inherent structures will be more closely examined.

Jeff Hunston
Yukon Heritage Branch
Whitehorse, Yukon
1986 NORTH
(NOGAP)

MISC. ARCTIC
Sat PM

AST HERITAGE RESEARCH AND PROTECTION PROJECT
RCH ON THE YUKON BEAUFORT SEA LITTORAL

In 1986, the Yukon Heritage Branch's North Coast project
completed its second season of site inventory, assessment,
excavation, kind monitoring on Herschel Island and the Yukon
Beaufort Sea coast. Emergency rescue excavation of House 3
at the 14th century Western Thule Washout site (NjVi-2) on
Herschel Island was completed. A dozen artifacts and a small
sample of faunal material was obtained as the feature slipped
into the Beaufort. Excavations were initiated on an early
20th century sod and driftwood house mound in the Pauline
Cove w h a l e r f ~settlement (NjVi-3) and yielded 930 artifacts,
8400 faunal specimens, and information on dwelling

architecture. Conservation operations at the Whaler's
Cemetary (18 2-1916) was completed with the installation of
headboard re licas in the cemetary.
~econnaksancealong the mainland coast, both inside and

b

outside North Yukon National Park, brings to 40 the number
of sites identified, recorded, or revisited over the past
two seasons. At King Point, site of a proposed port
facility, portions of the wrecked schooner 'Bonanza'(l905)
were identified, and Gustav Wiik's grave headboard from
Amundsen's 1905/1906 wintering site was retrieved for
replication and repldcement. The wreck of the schooner
'Penelope'(l907)was identified at Shingle Point. Further
investigation of extensive rock alignments (inukshuk) at two
locations in the Firth River canyon area near MacNeish's
late prehistoric Inland Thule site (NhVk-1) resulted in an
apparent historic period date for the features. An
additional importantcaribou hunting lookout/campsite was
identified on a high ridge on the west side of the Malcolm
River.
With the exception of a few sites such as Washout and
MacNeish's yet-to-berelocated Whitefish Station site (NeVcI), coastal erosion $as accounted for almost the entire
prehistoric record of human occupation on the Beaufort Coast
proper. The importance of the few remaining sites is
therefore, clear.
John W. Ives
Archaeological Surve$ of Alberta
i
Edmonton, Alberta

SOCIETY
Sat PM

AN AGENDA FOR STRENG~HENINGTIES BETWEEN AVOCATIONAL AND
PROFESSIONAL ARCHAEOLOGISTS

Although passage of Alberta's Historical Resources Act
in 1973 rendered the protection, investigation and
interpretation of hi~toricalresources as a public trust,
the professional and avocational archaeological communities
have in many ways reyained relatively isolated from each
other. As an overture to discussion, this address sets out
an agenda for creating a close relationship, to the mutual
benefit of avocational and professional archaeologists. The
address will stress measures which can enhance the quality
of the volunteer experience for avocational archaeologists,
as well as the positive returns a closer relationship will
offer professionals.
John W. Ives
Archaeological SurveT of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta

ATHAPASKAN
Fri AM

A THEORY OF NORTHERN ATHAPASKAN PREHISTORY
This contribution will contrast current views of
Northern Athapaskan brehistory with a theoretical
perspective developed from ethnographic and ethnohistoric
data on kinship, soc,kal structure and economy. Discussion
will focus upon a model which defines a dichotomy in Arctic

Drainage Athapaskan socioeconomic organization. Northern
Athapaskan pr~historymore generally will be treated as a
series of choices, predicated upon a series of pre-existing
social and ecbnomic strategies, yet acted out in an
increasingly diverse set of physical environments.
Lawrence Jackson and Heather McKillop
Northeastern Archaeological Associates
Port Hope, Ontario

GEOARCH
Sat PM

ONTARIO PALAEO-INDIANS AND PROBOSCIDEANS

!

Recent w rk throughout the glaciated Northeast has drawn
attention to he abundance of large proboscideans, mastodon
and mammoth, at the time of Early Palaeo-Indian occupation.
This paper discusses an association of mastodon and man
reported in southwestern Ontario in the 1920's and evaluates
distributional and geochronological evidence for
contemporaneiky and contiguity of Palaeo-Indian and
proboscidean
Sites. Of over 100 recorded finds of these
large mammalsin southern Ontario, not one has been
investigated sing standard archaeological excavation
techniques.
t is strongly recommended that this practice be
adopted to determine the presence or absence of human agency
in animal deaths.

!

Robert R. Janes
Science Institute of the Northwest Territories
Yellowknife, W.W.T.

ATHAPASKAN
Fri AM

SOME METHODOL~GICALCONSIDERATIONS IN NORTHERN ATHAPASKAN
ARCHAEOLOGY

Archaeological remains in the western Canadian Subarctic
are notoriously meager. The need to enhance the interpretive
potential of the archaeological record in this region is of
obvious impor~tance,and the deliberate observation of
contemporary borthern hunters is one way of doing this. This
paper is the
of one such study carried out among a
group of Nort
River region,
Canada.
conducted in
1 9 7 4 / 7 5 was followed by archaeological excavations at the
same residential camp, nine years later. This approach
allowed the investigation of various associations and
relationships between observed behaviour and its material
expressions. Suggested guidelines for recognizing the
presence of subarctic tipis in the absence of architectural
remains are discussed in this paper, as well as various
consideratio s for discerning activity patterns within this

1
Because this work is concerned with
type of dwelling.
determining he meaning of the archaeological record, it is
considered t be methodological in nature.

3

This methodology~,which combines archaeology and the
study of living peoplps in an effort to determine the
structural properties of the archaeological record, is
potentially valuable in unravelling the complexities of
Northern Athapaskan prehistory.
Tim E.H. Jones and ~ d n r yT. Epp
Saskatchewan Archaeological Society

SOCIETY
Sat PM

Interest in and consumption of the archaeological
resource base in Norch America may be seen historically as
having three main phqses, at least at the local level.
First, non-archaeolo~ically-trainedamateurs (in the days
before archaeological science per se was invented) carried
out excavations and collecting activities. Beginning around
the 1920s in the United States and several decades later in
Canada, professionals were paid to do archaeology, and
amateurs and professionals very often had little
communication with each other. The third wave began with
the growth of greater public demands for environmental
protection (including the archaeological and historical
parts of the environment) in the early 1970s, and there was
a trend toward the development of cooperative linkages
between amateurs and professionals. The past half-decade or
so has seen something of a consolidation of that
cooperation, and a greater (but not universal) recognition
on the part of profe sionals that their very existence
depends on general p blic support.
Meanwhile, the public has been only peripherally and
passively involved, and (perhaps not coincidentally)
archaeological sitesand artifacts continue to be lost at
accelerated rates.
A fourth wave
identifying and serving the actual and
potential interests n archaeology of a broader public seems to be taking shape, at least at the local or
provincial level, in some places.
This paper dischsses the general evolution toward
public archaeology ip Saskatchewan and argues that the
encouragement of that stage of involvement is essential at
the national level, where there is as yet little evidence of
its nascence.

9
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M. Anne Katzenberg and S. Champagne
Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta
RECENT TRENDS

POSTER

SKELETAL ANALYSIS

This poster details techniques of skeletal analysis
developed over the past 15 years and their application. The
purpose is to emphasize the need for long-term curation of

David L. Keenlyside
Archaeological Surveyof Canada, Canadian Museum
of Civilization, Ottawa, Ontario

RESEARCH
Sat AM

LATE PREHISTORIC ADAPTATIONS ON COASTAL PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
Archaeological investigations since 1 9 8 0 by the author
at various late prehistoric sites in northeastern Prince
Edward Island provide data which indicate that the Micmac
ethnohistoric adaptive pattern of settlement and resource
use has considerable time depth.
Assemblages dated to the past 1 5 0 0 years are
characterized by tool'types and stylistic elements also
associated with mainland New ~runswickand Nova Scotia
sites. The presence of a variety of mainland-source lithics
in Island assemblages is viewed as a byproduct of a mobile
"hunter/gathererf1lifestyle particularly adapted to the
southern Gulf of St. pawrence. Subsistence and economic
resources are seasonaLly exploited at a number of
established locales, in particular, resource rich tidal
estuaries or sheltereh bays.
Jane H. Kelley
Department of Archaeollogy,University of Calgary
~aigary
, Alberta
I

SOCIETY
Sat AM

An overview is iresented of the research goals and
activites of the thrde year Capitan North Project conducted
in New Mexico. Excavations carried out at one Lincoln phase
site and three Corona Phase sites were focussed on recovery
of subsistence and chronological information. Analysis of
recovered materials is still in progress.
David L. Kelly
Dept. of Anthropology and Archaeology, Univ. of
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

WANUSKEWIN
Sat AM

THE NEW0 ASINIAK SITa INVESTIGATIONS, WANUSKEWIN HERITAGE
PARK
I
The Newo ~sinidksite consists of a small bison kill
site and associated processing area situated within the
confines of the wanu4kewin Heritage Park. Archaeological
investigations carriqd out at the site in 1 9 8 4 and 1 9 8 5
revealed the presence of stratified deposits in both areas
of the site spanningsome 4 0 0 0 years of occupation. The
purpose of the paper is to present the results of this
research within the context of the overall development plans
for the Wanuskewin project. Some research problems dealing
with the Late Prehistoric sequence are highlighted.

Kim Kornbacher
University of British Columbia
Vancouver, B.C.

COAST SALISH
Fri PM

LITHIC ARTIFACTS, SUBSISTENCE, AND SETTLEMENT AT GARRISON
BAY, SAN JUAN ISLAND
Lithic artifacts from Garrison Bay on San Juan Island,
Washington are being analyzed in order to answer questions
about the prehistoric use of the shell midden site.
Ethnographic accounts indicate the islands were utilized
mainly in the summer for reef-netting and other specific
extractive and processing activities. If this pattern of use
obtained prehistorically at Garrison Bay, it should be
reflected in the quantity, types and condition of stone tools
and debris recovered from the site. Preliminary evidence,
however, suggests that Garrison Bay may have functioned as a
permanent or semi-permanent residential base used for a range
of procurement and non-procurement activities. The findings
may call into question the applicability of ethnographic
settlement pattern data to the prehistoric residents of the
Straits region.
Ian Kuijt
Department of Archaeology, Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, B.C.

PLATEAU
Thur AM

CULTURAL-ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE ADOPTION OF PITHOUSES IN
THE CANADIAN PLATEAU DURING THE MID-HOLOCENE
The present study models the changing interrelationship
of man and the environment during the mid-Holocene prepithouse to pithouse transition on the Canadian Plateau.
Three major aspects of this transition are discussed: 1)
climatic and vegetation change; 2) changes in subsistence
practices; and 3 ) organizational changes in settlement
systems. It is proposed that this transition can be seen as
a fundamental adaptive reorientation in which highly mobile,
broad spectrum foraging was replaced by semi-sedentary
collecting focussed on select highly predictable resources.
Possible factors motivating this transition are discussed
leading to the tentative inference that changes in
subsistence practices, brought on by climatic and vegetation
changes should be viewed as contributing agents.
Karla D. Kusmer/Dana Lepofsky/Kenneth Lertzman
Coquitlam, B.C./University of Washington, Seattle/
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C.

METHODS
Sat PM

RECOVERY OF REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLES FROM ARCHAEOLOGICAL
FEATURES
Recovery of representative samples of the contents of

archaeological features is aifficult because the remains are
generally not randomly distributed within the features. In
this paper sampling problems encountered during the
excavation of large pit features containing fish bones and
small botanical remains are discussed. Sampling strategies
for handling various stratigraphic instances are modelled in
an effort to determine better methods for obtaining accurate
information from pitfeatures.
Alison J. Landals
Calgary, Alberta

I

PLAINS
Fri PM

BISON HUNTING AND BUTCHERING PATTERNS IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS
OF ALBERTA, CANADA
Reconstruction pf prehistoric bison procurement in
North America has resulted in great emphasis on communal
kill sites in the archaeological literature. This emphasis
has contributed to a biased view of prehistoric bison
procurement, since s+all-scale or single encounter hunting
methods have been virtually ignored in most archaeological
reconstructions of shbsistence and settlement patterns.
This is in direct cohtrast to the ethnographic record, which
provides a wealth of information on the varied and ingenious
methods used by histpric native peoples to hunt bison in a
non-communal context.
This paper examines a small-scale kill (the Maple Leaf
site, DjPo-47) in thf Rocky Mountains of southwestern
Alberta, Canada, fro which the analysis of faunal remains
in conjunction with he spatial patterning of bone,
artifacts and features, permits the reconstruction of
specific small-scale hunting and processing activities.
Miring of bison in a small wetland feature is demonstrated
to have been a method of small group hunting in a seasonal
context. The application of traditional analytic techniques
developed from cornmupal kill site studies, while important,
is inadequate for interpretation of this small-scale kill,
due to the nature of the sample. The application of models
developed from ethno~rchaeologicalresearch is shown to be a
valid and useful metbod for interpreting small-scale kills.

!

Martha A. Latta
COMPUTER WORKSHOP
Wed
Division of Social Slciences, Scarborough College
Scarborough, 0ntario~
DATABASE PROGRAMS AND THE ARCHAEOLOGIST
A survey of commercial database programs in four
categories: flat-file, partially relational, fully
relational and text-based. We will examine the utility of
programs, as surveyed in PC magazine and in personal use,
for archaeological purposes. This will include d-base III+,
Symphony, Paradox, Nanager, and Minark, a package designed

expressly for archaeological analysis. We will examine areas
of application, flexibility, user-friendliness and cost.
Ellen Lee
Archaeological Services Division, Prairie
and Northern Region, Environment Canada, Parks
Winnipeg, Manitoba

MANAGEMENT
Sat PM

CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN THE PRAIRIE AND NORTHERN
REGION OF ENVIRONMENT CANADA, PARKS / GESTION DES RESSOURCES
CULTURELLES DANS LA R~GIONDES PRAIRIES ET DU NORD
D'ENVIRONNEMENT CANADA - PARCS
The Archaeological Services Division of Environment
Canada, Parks, Prairie and Northern Region is responsible for
managing the archaeological/cultural resources in nine
National Parks and Park Reserves and nine major National
Historic Parks and numerous small Historical Sites. These
range in latitude from Grasslands near the 49th parallel to
Northern Ellesmere, a few hundred miles from the north pole
and in time from the early prehistoric to the late 19th and
early 20th centuries in Dawson City. In this presentation I
will discuss the challenges we are faced with in trying to
manage such numerous, various and complex resources and
present some of the solutions we are attempting. These
include the development of systems of site recording and
monitoring by non-archaeological park staff and coodination
of research efforts with other provincial and federal
agencies.
La Division des services arch6ologiques d1Environnement
Canada - Parcs, r6gion des Prairies et du Nord, est chargge
de la gestion des ressources arch6ologiques et culturelles
dans neuf parcs nationaux et reserves de parc ainsi que dans
neuf grands parcs historiques nationaux et nombre de petits
lieux historiques. Ceux-ci sr6tendentdu parc national des
Prairies prss du 49e parall&le jusqu'a la reserve de parc
national de l'fle Ellesmere, situge a l'extrgme nord du pays,
a quelques centaines de milles du pale Nord, et repr6sentent
des Gpoques allant des premiers temps de la prghistoire
la
fin du XIXe si6cle et au dgbut du XXe si&cle a Dawson City.
Dans cet expod, je parlerai des difficult& que pose la
gestion de ressources aussi nombreuses variges et complexes
et je prgsenterai quelques-unes des solutions mises 5
l'essai. Ces dernisres comprennent l'glaboration de syst&mes
d'enregistrement et de surveillance des sites par des
employgs de parc qui ne font pas partie des services
arch6ologiques et la coordination des recherches avec
d'autres organismes provinciaux et fgderaux.

POSTER
Judy Logan and James A. Tuck
Canadian conservation'Institute and Memorial University
Ottawa, Ontario and St. John's, Newfoundland
BLOCK LIFTING WITH
During excavatidn archaeologists are often con£ronted
with the problem of kiaving to lift large fragile objects
from their burial en ironments. This poster session
illustrates a techni ue for the removal of wet objects by
freezing with dry ice as an alternative to traditional
external supports for such objects.
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Diane Lyons
ETHNICITY
Fri PM
Department of Archaeqlogy, Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, B.C.

I

THE TAPHONOMY OF ET
NEAR MORA, NORTH

IC COMMUNITIES: A CASE STUDY OF DOULO,

This paper presents a preliminary report on one aspect
of the Mandara Archaeological Project of 1986 -- an
examination of how certain concepts are materially expressed
by ethnic communities in the village of Doulo, and how the
resulting ethnic styles may be incorporated into the
archaeological record. In particular, the study examines
how each ethnic group uses village and compound
organization, and human burial styles to express such
concepts as status, rpale-female relationships, and spiritual
protection. Each etpnic community expresses these concepts
in specific patternswhich form spatially discernable style
boundaries in Doulo. The paper suggests that observed
cultural processes such as recycling and discard contribute
to incorporation of these patterns into the archaeological
record.
Scott MacEachern
University of Calgary
Department of ~rchaeblog~,
Calgary, Alberta

ETHNICITY
Fri PM

WIVES, WARS AND WATEP POTS: ETHNICITY AND ARCHAEOLOGY IN
NORTHERN CAMEROON

~

The northern Mahdara Mountains of Cameroon are an area
of high ethnic and linguistic diversity. The "ethnic
group", usually coincident with the group of speakers of one
language, is normally taken as the natural unit of study in
this area. In fact, the lineage is the unit of primary
importance to the inhabitants themselves. Historically,
"ethnic groups" acted more as convenient administrative
units for the dominaht groups in the area -- Muslims, and
later, Europeans -- than as groups of importance to the
montagnard peoples themselves.

In a context of universal multilinguality, interaction
between lineages appears to be primarily determined by simple
proximity and ease of access. Proximity also strongly
inflences the distribution of domestic pottery in households
of different lineages; people living near lineage boundaries
will buy from the nearest producer of pottery, not
necessarily from a potter of their own group. This produces
patterns of clines in artefact variation which reflect
everyday group contact. In this case, material exchange and
sociopolitical interaction are subject to the same
influences, and current anthropological research should
provide valid data on such interactions in at least the
recent past.

GEOARCH
Arthur C. MacWilliams and Michael Clayton Wilson
Sat PM
Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary,
and Department of Geography, University of Lethbridge
Calgary and Lethbridge, Alberta
THE FLETCHER SITE REVISITED: A HISTORY OF INVESTIGATIONS AND
A LOOK AT FUTURE PROSPECTS
The Fletcher Site is a Paleo-Indian bison kill located
on the open plains of southern Alberta 80 krn SE of
Lethbridge. It was discovered by Armin Dyck as a result of
the excavation of an artificial dugout at a spring;
subsequent excavations by R.G. Forbis and B.O.K. Reeves
demonstrated the presence of one or more kill layers
characterized by Alberta and Scottsbluff projectile points.
Neither these excavations nor those of J.M. Quigg in 1975
were particularly extensive; much of the site remains intact
for further study. Through the efforts of the Archaeological
Survey of Alberta the site has achieved status as a
Designated Historical Resource.
This paper outlines the
history of investigations at the site and summarizes
available interpretations of its cultural significance,
presenting the results of the authorsr own geoarchaeological
studies there in 1985. These studies appear to affirm the
status of the kill as a pond-associated event (or as a series
of such events). Problems in dating have plagued the site
and appear to result from fecal contamination of groundwater
by cattle; however, a preliminary chronology of ponding and
aeolian events is established in relative terms and its
possible relationships with regionally documented events are
discussed. We provide recommendations for future studies at
the site, based upon our own experiences there as well as
upon discussions with other Fletcher Site alumni.

Martin Magne
Archaeological Survey of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta

ATHAPASKAN
Fri AM

PLAINS AND PLATEAU AT~APASKAN MOVEMENTS IN LATE PREHISTORIC
AND EARLY HISTORIC TIMES

Archaeological research and speculation in western
North America has resulted in the formulation of several
arguments concerning he circumstances under which
Athapaskan-speaking g oups moved from a northern homeland to
points south. While most of these travelogues are possible,
some are more probable than others. This paper critically
reviews the various s enarios and offers a new model for
Athapaskan movements n interior British Columbia and
Western Alberta.

k
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Susan E. Marshall
Trent University
Peterborough, Ontario1

HEAD-SMASHED-IN
Thur AM

INVESTIGATIONS AT THE CALDERWOOD BUFFALO JUMP
The Calderwood Buffalo Jump, DkPj-27, is located on the
extreme southeastern edge of the Porcupine Hills, 1
kilometre north of Head-Smashed-In. Following preliminary
testing in 1985, further excavations were conducted during
1986. At least four btratigraphically distinct kill events
have been defined, inbicating repeated use of the kill site.
Radiocarbon results ahd point typology indicates that these
kill site deposits date to the Middle Prehistoric and Late
Prehistoric Periods. This paper reviews investigations at
the site and suggests that HSI is not an isolated kill site,
but may be part of a network of communal kills that existed
in this region of southwestern Alberta.
COMPUTER WORKSHOP
Peter McCartney
Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary
Wed
I
Calgary, Alberta
BASIC LANGUAGE PROGRAMS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF FAUNAL REMAINS
The purpose of this paper is twofold. Firstly, it
describes a simple selt of programs that may be of interest
to other faunal analylsts. Secondly, the paper uses the
programs as an exampl of overall quantitative research
design. The problem f meshing generalized archaeological
databases with highly specialized programs such as those
used here to calculate minimum number of individuals (MNI's)
is specifically examilned.

6

Karen McCullough
Arctic Institute of North America
Calgary, Alberta

EASTERN ARCTIC
Fri PM

THULE CULTURE DEVELOPMENT IN THE BACHE PENINSULA REGION,
ELLESMERE ISLAND, N.W.T.
Changes in Thule culture settlement and subsistence
patterns are investigated through a comparative analysis of
the artifactual and faunal assemblages from Thule culture
winter house ruins in the Bache Peninsula region of eastern
Ellesmere Island, N.W.T. The excavated house ruins span the
Thule culture continuum in the region from the early Ruin
Island phase occupation of the late 12th and early 13th
centuries A.D. to the latest Thule occupation of
approximately A.D. 1700. The appearance of traits such as
breathing hole probes, drilled lashing holes on harpoon
heads, wide whale bone sled shoes, and houses with raised
stone slab sleeping platforms and interior lamp supports is
related to a northward diffusion of traits or migration of
people from the Parry Channel region and/or Low Arctic
Islands where these traits apparently occur at an earlier
date.
Neil McKinnon
Calgary, Alberta

HEAD-SMASHED-IN
Thur AM

RECONSTRUCTION OF BISON DIET AND CLIMATE USING STABLE CARBON
ISOTOPES
Bison bones from Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump are
analyzed for their stable carbon isotope values. The values
are used to estimate the fractions of the diet derived from
cool (C3) and warm (C4) grasses and hence to determine
relative C3/C4 abundances in the area at different points in
time. Inferences are made concerning environment and climate
during the time the jump was in use (approximately 5600
years) in order to reconstruct climatic episodes and
conditions. Human adaptive behavior and culture change in
southwestern Alberta are examined in light of the climatic
evidence extracted from the carbon fractions in the bones.

David Meyer
Saskatchewan Research Council
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

SOCIETY
Sat AM

THE NIPAWIN DAM PROJECT
In 1981 the Saskatchewan Power Corporation began to

build a hydroelectric dam on the Saskatchewan River, near the
town of Nipawin in east central Saskatchewan. To mitigate
the effects of this development on the heritage resources of

the Saskatchewan ~ i v e kvalley, the power corporation
contracted the Saskatchewan Research Council to carry out
archaeological inventbry, assessment and excavation as
appropriate. This lalrgescale archaeological project began
in the late summer of 1981 and field work continued for
another four summers through to the early autumn of 1985.
Over 260 sites have now been recorded in the Nipawin
study area. Most of these sites were pre-European in age;
however, three locations contained the remains of fur trade
establishments dating to the last half of the 1700's.

Those

sites which were in the path of the development were
assessed and their s=gnificance determined with respect to a
set of project probleh, domains. On the basis of this
significance determi ation, large scale excavation was
completed at nine sitles(including two fur trade sites)
while small scale excavation was carried out at another 21
sites. The prehistoric sites ranged in age from the Early
Side-notch period of 5000-6000 years ago through to the Late
Prehistoric and Protohistoric Selkirk period. The massive
data base which has accumulated makes the Nipawin region one
of the best known in the prehistory of Saskatchewan. To
date, 9 volumes on the results of these excavations have
been published, with another 11 planned.

7

Laurie Milne
Department of Archaeollogy,Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, B.C.
I

PLAINS
Fri AM

BLACKFEET, BISON AND :BEYOND: A PROVISIONAL ECOLOGICAL MODEL
FOR THE NORTHWESTERN PLAINS
This model of Blackfoot seasonality and settlement
pattern with applicability for the historic and prehistoric
periods focusses upon the patterned migratory movement of
bison in the Northwestern plains-parkland habitat of
southern Alberta and northern Montana and its impact upon
human groups. It is argued that Blackfeet occupation of the
plains and parkland was not an adaptation to regional
habitats but to an a imal species whose range in many cases
crosscut these zones? For the Blackfoot, one animal
predominated and the ecology of that animal became the
causal factor in Blackfoot economic, social, political and
ideological life. That animal was the bison. Bison have
dominated faunal assemblages from Northwestern plains
archaeological sites throughout human history. It is
postulated that the structure of bison as a resource,
including food, wated, and shelter requirements and herding,
reproductive and behqvioral characteristics exerted a
deterministic effect on human populations. It is further
posited that the Saskatchewan division of the Canadian bison
population were migrdtory, moving north and west in the fall
and winter and southand east in the spring and summer, in
response to changing climatic and vegetational patterns. It
is accepted that some bison wintered in sheltered valleys

from the North Saskatchewan to the Missouri River, providing
food requirements could be met. Bison movements were,
however, not entirely predictable and it is this lack of
predictability which, a) restricted group size, b) led to the
develpment of food preparation and storage, c) resulted in
flexible resource procurement strategies, and, d) created
recurrent hardship. The present model visualizes a cyclical
pattern of man following bison from the summer pastures in
the xeric and mesic mixed prairie of extreme southern ~lberta
and northern Montana to the winter range in the fescue
prairie-parkland ecotone of western and central ~lberta.
Donald Mitchell
University of Victoria
Victoria, B.C.

COAST SALISH
Fri PM

COAST SALISH SUBSISTENCE STUDIES AND A METHODOLOGICAL BARRIER
Advances in faunal analysis have greatly increased our
understanding of the resources exploited by occupants of the
Coast Salish area prior to contact. The new knowledge gained
has included reasonable estimates of the relative importance
of specific resources within such broad categories as
shellfish, fish, birds, and mammals. However, a
methodologically imposed restriction has until now prevented
assessment of the contribution each major category makes to
the subsistence economy. A measure based on bone weight as a
fraction of live weight is offered as a partial solution to
the problem.
Gregory Monks
Department of Anthropology, University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba

HISTORIC
Fri AM

ARCHITECTURE AND SYMBOLIC COMMUNICATION AT UPPER FORT GARRY,
PART I1
This paper continues an earlier analysis of the symbolic
communication of the exterior architecture of Upper Fort
Garry. Here, the interior architecture is examined in terms
of the messages it contained for both the fortSs occupants
and the Red River settlers. These messages are linked to the
economic and social roles of institutions and individuals
within the settlement.

R. E. Morlan
WANUSKEWIN
Archaeological Survey of Canada, Canadian Museum of
Sat AM
Civilization, Ottawa, Ontario

INTENSIVE RECOVERY TE~HNIQUESAT TIPPERARY CREEK: PROBLEMS
AND PROSPECTS
The customary use of quarter-inch screens has kept many
northern Plains archaeologists blissfully unaware of the
myriad microvertebrate and plant remains that languish in

their back-dirt piles. It is often assumed that most or all
items of cultural significance can be recovered in such
screens and that smaller items are irrelevant or else would
yield too little information to justify the cost of more
intensive recovery techniques. Following leads by workers
in other areas, the 1986 excavation at Tipperary Creek
deliberately violated this conventional wisdom and washed
through window screen (about 1/161f openings) half of the
matrix from 16 cultural levels in 20 one-meter squares. The
in the hundreds of thousands and
recovered materials
include identifiable pmall mammal, bird, amphibian and fish
bones, birds' eggshelL fragments, mammal scats, seeds,
insect parts, snail spells, ceramic sherdlets, chert and
chalcedony flakes, and objects such as bone-like pellets
that are not readily identifiable but may be of
archaeological importance.
The Tipperary Creek site is comprised of fine-grained
alluvium punctuated by stable surfaces on which soil formed
and human occupation occurred. Such sedimentary
environments are characterized by excellent preservation of
organic materials, and they contain complex suites of
fossils with variable taphonomic histories. Allochthonous
elements may range from those redeposited at the time of
burial to those recently introduced by burrowing animals.
Autochthonous elements are those naturally resident on or in
such a sedimentary body. Since the Tipperary Creek site was
repeatedly occupied by people, there are two additional
taphonomic vectors that introduced fossils to this deposit.
One is the hunting and gathering of plants and animals, and
the other is the attraction of commensal plants and animals
to a site altered by human occupation.
The interpretatilon of plant and animal remains from
this site seeks to distinguish between "natural" and
lfculturall~
taphonomic vectors. Which seeds and bones, if
any, represent the results of subsistence practices? Are
the egg shell fragments present because of natural predation
on birds1 nests or gdthering of birds1 eggs by people? Each
category of fossil has a potential range of taphonomic
histories, and each will be modelled accordingly. The
significance of these fossils with respect to human
subsistence is not se,lf-evidentbut could be profound. The
people who lived at Tipperary Creek made Avonlea, prairie
and Plains side-notc ed points. They are reputed to be
specialized bison hunters, but their subsistence economy may
have been much more diverse. We have recovered the remains

ribber

d

of plants and animals that may represent such diversity, and
we must devise methods to recognize those items that actually
do so.
8

David Morrison
ARCTIC EXPLOR.
Archaeological Survey of Canada, Canadian Museum
Thur AM
of Civilization, Ottawa, Ontario

STEFANSSON AND THE NWORUGMIUT
The Nuvorugmiut were one of the five Inuit regional
groups in the Mackenzie Delta area during the last century.
What little is known of them consists largely of testimony
gathered by Stefansson early in this century, and published
of the Stefanssonin his Preliminary Ethnographic Results Anderson Expedition. This testimony is evaluated in light of
archaeological data from an historic Nuvorugmiut site at the
bottom of Liverpool Bay. Research focusses on faunal
analysis, and particularly on the relative frequency of
caribou anatomical parts from the site.
William R. Morrison
Department of History, Brandon University
Brandon, Manitoba

ARCTIC EXPLOR
Thur PM

DEFINING THE ARCTIC FRONTIER: EURO-CANADIANS AND THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE WESTERN ARCTIC
Europeans and Euro-Canadians have traditionally had two
contradictory images of the Canadian north. On one hand it
has been seen as a pristine wilderness, a place for
scientific work and discoveries, a test of explorers' stamina
and courage. On the other, it has been viewed as a place
where quick profits can be extracted from the land and the
sea. This contradiction is generally thought of as a modern
one, but in fact it dates from the earliest European
penetration of the north. Canada's western Arctic provides a
case study of these two views, which are sometimes opposed,
but at other times reinforce each other.
Grant Mullen
Erindale College, University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario

HISTORIC
Fri AM

A FINAL REPORT ON THE GAETAN (AjGx-44) HISTORIC NEUTRAL
BURIAL SITE, MILTON, ONTARIO
The Gaetan Site (AjGx-44) was discovered in the spring
of 1986 during earth moving operations by backhoe. An
unknown portion of an ossuary pit was disturbed, as well as
portions of two peripheral burials. The ex situ material was
collected at that time as well as during a brief collection

in the mid-summer. Th4 remaining portion of the burial pit
was not explored further.
In mid-August, Osteoscience, a contract osteology
corporation under the qirection of Dr Jerry Melbye, was
given a one month contdact to analyse the humag remains from
the site.
In all, the remai s of approximately 38 individuals
were recovered, repres nting a reasonable demographic
profile and sex ratio. As such, the sample, while small, is
taken to be representafive of the population.
This paper presends a summary of the findings of the
analysis, including demography and pathology, as well as a
brief discussion of the political situation which surrounded
all dealings with the gite.

4

Pierre Nadon
Les Recherches ARKHIS inc.
~ugbec,~u6bec
I

HISTORIC
Fri AM

UNE SEIGNEURIE EN GASP~SIEAU XVIIIe SI~CLE,PABOS / A
SEIGNEURY IN GASPESIE
THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY, PABOS

IN
I

De 1730 i 1758 la famille Lefebvre de Bellefeuille
sr6tablitdans la Baie d u Grand Pabos. Elle recrute des
paysans de Normandie p ur peupler l'6tablissement, alors
qu'elle meme est origi aire du golfe Saint-Laurent. Nous
verrons comment se prgsentent les habitudes de consommation
des censitaires et desseigneurs dlapr$s les d6p6ts
arch8ologiques, et coyent se coypare le cas de Pabos avec
d'autres sites maritimes de la meme gpoque.
From 1730 to 1758 the Lefebvre de Bellefeuille family
occupied the Bay of Grand Pabos. They recruited peasants
from Normandy while they were themselves from the Gulf of
Saint Lawrence. We will examine how consumption habits
differ between seignors and tenants as revealed by
archaeological sources, and between Pabos and other
settlements on the maritime shores during the same period.

1
William C. Noble
Department of Anthropo ogy, McMaster University
Hamilton, Ontario

ARCTIC
Fri PM

FORMER BEACHLINES AND ~HRoNOLOGYOF EASTERN GREAT SLAVE
LAKE, N.W.T.
1

Archaeological field work by the author during 1966-69
involved detailed measurement of beach strands and sites
around northeastern Great Slave Lake. At nine locales in
the arc between Taltheilei Narrows and Pike's Portage,
lengthy series of beaches were recorded up to 194 feet (59
m) above the 516 foot (157 m) mean low water level of
present Great Slave ~ a k e . Radiocarbon, historic, and

artifactual analyses allowed the formulation of a
geological/cultural chronology for the past 3000 years.
Isostatic rebound rates have not been uniform over time, nor
have all beaches and terraces had their origins in rebound.
Local, seasonal flooding factors complexified interpretations
of former beachlines and their utilization by humans.
Certainly, "bent curvest1are apparent in comparing isostatic
beach events from the western end of Great Slave Lake to the
eastern arm,
Robert W. Park
EASTERN ARCTIC
Department of Anthropology, University of Alberta
Fri AM
Edmonton, Alberta
DOG REMAINS FROM DEVON ISLAND, N.W.T.: ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND
OSTEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR DOMESTIC DOG USE IN THE THULE
CULTURE
A collection of dog bones recovered from a Thule Culture
site at Porden Point, Devon Island, N.W.T. was found to
include abundant evidence of trauma consistent with the dogs
having been repeatedly struck in the facial area. The
proportional representation of elements found suggests that
the Porden Point dogs were part of the diet there, although
perhaps not a regular part of the diet.
A survey of historical and ethnographic accounts of the
treatment of dogs by various Eskimo groups indicates that the
beating of dogs to discipline them was quite common, although
evidence from other sources suggests that this type of
behavior is related more to the realities of dog-keeping
anywhere rather than to Inuit culture in particular. The
evidence concerning the use of dogs in the diet amongst the
various Eskimo groups suggests that this varied greatly.
Detailed analysis of the trauma found on the Porden point
skulls was undertaken in the hope that it may prove possible
to identify similar evidence from earlier Arctic cultures
where the status of domestic dog use is less well established
than in the Thule Culture.
Rod Pickard
Environment Canada
Calgary, Alberta

-

Parks

HISTORIC
Fri AM

ARCHAEOLOGY AND DENDROCHRONOLOGY OF JASPER HOUSE
Jasper House I1 is an historic fur trade site located
on the Athabasca River in Jasper National Park. This paper
will briefly discuss the archaeological record of the site as
well as the results of detailed dendrochronological studies

pertaining to the dating of historic period features. The
cultural continuity between Jasper House and other late 19th
century sites within the Park will also be examined.

Jean-Luc Pilon
MISC. ARCTIC
Archaeological Survey of Canada, Canadian Museum of
Sat PM
Civilization, Ottawa, Ontario
NOGAP ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE SOUTHWEST ANDERSON PLAIN AND IN THE
LOWER MACKENZIE VALLEY, NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
Two seasons of arahaeological field work have now been
completed in the Southyest Anderson Plain and in the lower
Mackenzie Valley by the NOGAP project of the Archaeological
Survey of Canada, Cana ian Museum of Civilization. This
research is aimed at o taining data which will be useful for
research needs as wellas management purposes. As a result,
58 new sites have been discovered in this area. Most are
characterized by scatt rs of faunal remains and lithic
debitage with occasional evidence of combustion activities.
Semi-subterranean features, provisionally interpreted as
house pits, have also been documented on five of these
sites. At present, the available chronological indicators
suggest that most of the sites relate to the late
prehistoric or early historic periods. Upcoming field work
is presently being planned which will address specific
question relating to land use patterns during these time
periods and continue t e search for older remains in this
h
vast region.

1
A

I

Deux saisons de rdcherches arch~ologiquesont 6tC
entreprises dans le sud-ouest de la plaine dfAnderson et le
bas Mackenzie par le project PIPGN de la Commission
archgologique du Canada, Mushe canadien des civilisations.
obtenir des donnkes pour fins de
Ces activitgs ont vis&
gestion et de recherchq. De nombreux sites relatifs h la
prghistoire rgcente ont &t& d6couverts. Les vestiges
consistent en des restqs fauniques et lithiques ainsi que
d'occasionnelles traces de combustion. De plus, ont a
trouvg dans cinq de ced gisements, des structures de
creusement, provisoire ent interprgtges comrne &tant des
maisons semi-souterrai es. En 1987, nous continuerons nos
recherches concernant l'utilisation prghistorique de ce
vaste territoire et nous essayerons de repgrer des vestiges
d'occupations plus anclennes.

i
I

Patrick Plumet
Laboratoire d ~rchiolodie,Univ. du ~u&bec
~ o n t d a l ,~u6bec

EASTERN ARCTIC
Fri AM
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RECHERCHES

ARCHEOLOGIQWES SUR

e

LA C ~ T EET DE L'UNGAVA

I

Les reconnaissanc s effectu6es entre 1967 et 1978 sur
la c6te est de la baied'ungava et i Killinik ont montrh une
occupation hwnaine plu faible que sur la cbte ouest, sauf
a Killinik. Le Pal~oeqquimauy est attest6 d$s le
pr&dors6tien, mais surtout rgpresent6 par des sites
dorsgtiens. La pluparf de ces derniers sont sous-jacents

des structures n6oesquimaudes de type labradorien. Le site
le plus important de la cate est de 1'Ungava est 3
llembouchure de 1'Allurilik. A Killinik, pr&s de PortBurwell, trois sites pal~oesquimaux,recouverts par des
maisons sgmi-souterraines ngoesquimaudes historiques, sont
6rod6s par la mer. L'un d'eux a fait l'objet de sondages.
Dans toute cette rggion l'occupation humaine semble fortement
relige, depuis ses premisres manifestations, a celle de la
cate Labradorienne, avec quelques indices de contacts avec
celle de l1Ungava occidental.
ATHAPASKAN
David L. Pokotylo and Christopher C. Hanks
University of British Columbia and Prince of Wales
Fri AM
Northern Heritage Centre
Vancouver, B.C. and Yellowknife, N.W.T.
LIVING ARCHAEOLOGY AND MACKENZIE MOUNTAIN PREHISTORY: THE
EVIDENCE FROM DRUM LAKE
This paper reports on two field seasons of
ethnoarchaeological investigation and archaeological survey
and excavation at Drum Lake, located in the eastern slopes of
the Mackenzie Mountians, N.W.T.
Prehistoric and
ethnographic Mountain Dene settlement patterns are examined
by studies of inter- and intra-site variability in lithic
artifact assemblages, features, and activity areas.
Hypotheses of site structure and use are tested against
archaoeological data and ethnoarchaeological observations of
Mountain Dene who continue to use the lake. We also assess
the role of Drum Lake in regional prehistory.
Brian Reeves
Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta

PLAINS
Fri AM

THE EVOLUTION OF THE NORTHERN PLAINS BISON HUNTING CULTURE
The vast majority of bison kills of the last 3000+ years
are located in the Upper Missouri and Saskatchewan basins
suggesting both a northward shift in grassland productivity
during the Holocene as well as a more complex and intensive
native utilization pattern in contrast to the Plains to the
south and earlier Paleoindian times. The changes appear to
be the direct result of the development and impact of a new
food processing and storage technoiogy - pemmican - evidence
for which first appears in the record ca 5000 BP. More
intensive and extensive use was made of bison and their
products, populations probably rose and major changes
occurred in lithic trade patterns, household, social and
spiritual organization culminating in the emergence of the
Northern Plains bison hunting culture 3000 years ago. The
culture's Classic form appeared with the innovation of the
bow and arrow some 1200 years later.

Brian Reeves
I
HEAD-SMASHED-IN
Department of ~rchaeoldgy,University of Calgary
Thur AM
Calgary, Alberta
!
HEAD-SMASSED-IN: ITS HJSTORY AND HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE

a

Head-Smashed-In f'rst appears as a place name in the
literature in 1883 amo gst a list of place names published
by G.M. Dawson. The flrst photos date to 1911. These and
other early observatiods including Peter Fidler's maps and
place names of 1802 are reviewed to provide historical
background to the on-site archaeological research. The
earliest digs at the site by Junius Bird in 1937 and Boyd
Whetlaufer in 1948 are reviewed, followed by a discussion of
the excavations by theGlenbow Foundation in 1965 and 1966
and subsequent work bythe University of Calgary in 1972.
Site preservation history during these initial years prior
to its designation as a World Heritage Site in 1981 are
reviewed followed by a discussion of subsequent studies by
the Archaeological Survey of Alberta between 1983-1986 in
support of Alberta Culture's Interpretive Centre.
Consideration of Head-Smashed-In's significance within the
context of World ~ultudalHeritage concludes the
I
presentation.
Thomas Richards
Department of Anthropology and Archaeology, Univ.
of Saskatchewan, Saskafoon, Saskatchewan

PLATEAU
Thur AM

MICROWEAR TRACES ON BASALT TOOLS: AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Chipped stone toois were manufactured from vitreous and
granular basalts collected at Cache Creek, British Columbia,
for use in experiments replicating late prehistoric/early
historic tool-use behayiour of Interior Salish peoples
indigenous to the soutvern part of the province. The
experiments were undertaken to produce wear traces which
would be useful for developing methods to interpret the
function of basalt tools used in the late prehistoric period
on the Canadian Plateau. Over one hundred tools were used
on hide, flesh, plants, wood, bone and antler with slicing,
sawing, scraping, whittling, boring and graving actions.
Microwear traces on the experimental tools were studies
with the aid of a stereo-microscope (up to 100 x), an
incident light microscope (up to 600 x), and a scanning
electron microscope. Microflake scars, edge rounding,
striations and polishes were commonly present on used tool
edges. Distinctive patterns of microwear were found to
result from specific use-activities. A summary of results
is presented in this paper.

Ian G. Robertson
Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta

ETHNICITY
Sat PM

"METAL" TEMPLATES AND BLACKSMITHING TRADITIONS OF THE
NORTHERN MANDARA, CAMEROON
Artifacts produced by the same craftsmen and for use in
the same general cultural context may exhibit contrasting
forms of stylistic expression. Preliminary ethnographic
research among Muslim iron workers in northern Cameroon
indicates the presence of at least two types of formal
patterning that appear to vary at the level of the general
artifact class. Decorative and other elements exhibited by
agricultural tools, including most notably the hoe, are
largely a function of the specialist blacksmith's perceptions
of ethnic variability and preferences within his clientele.
In contrast, the most salient patterns of formal variability
exhibited by sheath knives, and perhaps other iron weapons as
well, appear to reflect a number of slightly differentiated
local blacksmithing traditions. Ethnicity, whether of
producer or consumer, does not appear to be a relevant
variable in this case. A partial explanation for this
contrast may lie in the differing symbolic roles taken on by
these artifacts as they are employed by members of diverse
and competing ethnic groups.
Sheila P. Robinson
Underwate,rArchaeological Society of B.C.
Vancouver, B.C.

UNDERWATER
Sat PM

THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
The Underwater Archaeological Society of British
Columbia is a non-profit group committed to the preservation
and promotion of B.C.'s marine heritage. Organizing the
activities of its hundred or so members has required careful
planning through the last few months. Committees have been
set up to deal with aspects of our programme - in
Conservation, Communications, Explorations and Experiences.
Most of our members are divers: very few are archaeologists.
However, we can draw upon a wide range of skills and
professional training. From this varied base, we are
developing guidelines and training packages for the diving
community.
Maureen Rollans
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta

HEAD-SMASHED-IN
Thur AM

"DEAD MEN" TELL TALES: DRIVE LANE RESEARCH AT HEAD-SMASHED-IN
The drive lane system at Head-Smashed-In has been more

extensively studied han that of any other bison kill site
on the plains. Unli e the V-shape which is characteristic
of drive lanes, the system at Head-Smashed-In is extensive
and very complex. LQng lines of closely spaces small cairns
were used to move bison toward one of several potential
jumps. Using ethnognaphic and ethnohistoric accounts of
Plains Indian drive practices (in which lane markers, or
"dead menff,are ofted mentioned), ethological information
about bison, particudarly in drive situations, and detailed
data on the form of drive lanes at Head-Smashed-In, it is
possible to gain a clearer understanding of the part such
stone lines played in prehistoric communal bison drives.

$

I

Brian M. Ronaghan
Archaeological Survey of Alberta
1
Edmonton, Alberta
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MODELLING PLAINS/MOUNTAIN CULTURAL INTERACTION
It is argued that the properties of lithic source
materials locally avdilable to northern Plains/Mountain
hunter gatherers are such that many different varieties of
siliceous sediments can be effectively modified and used in
the great bulk of required subsistence activities.
Consequently, in regions where adequate quantities and
quality of local material(s) are available, the presence of
lithics from distant sources probably reflects
social/cultural relationships between groups and/or esthetic
preferences based on contact.
This reasoning is applied to the available information
on Late Prehistoric site assemblages in the Plains/Mountain
interface region of southern Alberta. While there are many
comparative problems these data, especially in the context
of recent findings, suggest a model of Plains/Mountain
cultural interaction which favorably correlates with
ethnographic accounts of precontact group distributions and
may be applicable to earlier periods. Adequate testing of
this and other alternate models requires a consistency in
lithic typological assignment which is not presently
available.
I
Mike K. Rousseau
Department of Archaeqlogy, Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, B.C.

PLATEAU
Thur AM

EARLY PREHISTORIC HU AN OCCUPATION OF SOUTH CENTRAL BRITISH
COLUMBIA: A REVIEW 0 THE PRESENT EVIDENCE AND SOME
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

9

Although the culture-history for the middle and late
prehistoric periods dre now reasonably well understood for
south-central ~ritiskiColumbia, very little is known about

the early period between ca. 11,000 and 6,000 years B.P.
Current models of paleoenvironmental reconstruction for this
area suggest that conditions were favourable for human
occupation by about 11,000 B.P., however, the earliest
excavated evidence dates to over two thousand years later.
This paper presents: a brief overview of the present evidence
that is indicative or suggestive of early occupation; some
observations and speculations about the nature, location, and
visibility of undiscovered early sites; and several
recommendations regarding research orientations and field
methodologies which should significantly enhance our ability
to identify and investigate these sites.
J.P. Salaiin
Les Recherches ARKHIS inc.
Quebec, Quebec

MANAGEMENT
Sat PM

Cette intervention a pour but de montrer comment les
archdologues impliqugs dans un gestion priv6e de
lfarch&ologie sont en fait tr&s dgpendants de l'appareil
gouvernemental (du moins au ~ugbec)et de sensibiliser ceux,
qui travaillent dans la fonction publique aux probl5mes poses
par la gestion p r i d e de l'arch6ologie. L'auteur considgrera
6galement la situation de la recherche dans le cadre de cette
pratique archgologique.
This paper is concerned with the implications of
governmental policy on management in private archaeology.
One of the aims is also to make civil servants aware of the
problems met in private archaeology. The author will also
consider the place of research in such a practice.
Peter Schledermann
EASTERN ARCTIC
Fri AM
Department of Anthropology, University of Victoria
Victoria, B.C.
THE INFLUENCE OF SARQAQ IN HIGH ARCTIC PREHISTORY
Analysis of data from over 30 Arctic Small Tool
tradition (ASTt) sites in the Bache Peninsula region,
Ellesmere Island, has resulted in the establishment of a
chronological sequence of ASTt occupation in that region
between approximately 2000 B.C. and 1000 A.D. The demography
of the study area consists of sequential, sometimes
overlapping episodes of land use by hunting bands associated
with various complexes of the ASTt, including Independence I,
Sarqaq, Pre-Dorset, Transitional and Early Dorset, early
Middle Dorset and Late Dorset. The dominance of the Sarqaq
complex in the study area between approximately 1700 B.C. and
900 B.C., and probably later, suggests the possibility of

some trait diffusion between Pre-Dorset and Sarqaq
complexes, perhaps inf4uencing the transitional and early
~
Dorset development.
Brian E. Spurling
Recreation
Saskatchewan Culture a ~ d
Regina, Saskatchewan

MANAGEMENT
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Western society i$ in profound transition, most evident
in the shift from industrialism to postindustrialism.
Paralleling this is a kocio-cultural sea change as
postmodernism replace~~modernism.The latter is the
culmination of Enlightenment thought, which, reliant on
science and instrumental rationality, aspired to universal
human freedom. Postmo@ernism is a response to the failure
or incompleteness of t$is project: a recognition of the
exhaustion of a meta-narratives, of theoretical totalities
(e.g., positivism) andthe role of values, local phenomena
and relativism in explanation and description.
Anthropology, like other social sciences, is situating its
programs within a postrhodern framework. This paper examines
recent trends in archagology which exhibit postmodern
tendencies and speculates upon their consequences for the
discipline.
EASTERN ARCTIC
Douglas R. Stenton
Department of ~nthropotogy,University of Alberta
Fri AM
Edmonton, Alberta
THE NETTILLING LAKE ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROJECT: AN ANALYSIS OF
THULE CULTURE TERRESTRIAL ADAPTATIONS IN SOUTH-CENTRAL
BAFFIN ISLAND, N.W.T.
The nature and extent of terrestrial resource use by
Thule coastal-marine hunters is one of the least studied,
and therefore, poorly ynderstood dimensions of their socioeconomic structure. C rrent interpretations of Thule
prehistory have been g nerated almost exclusively from the
excavation of semi-sub erranean houses in coastal winter
villages. Our understanding of summer/fall, and especially
inland adaptations, is based primarily on generalized and
potentially weak inferences derived from late 19th and early
20th century ethnographic sources. These analogs stress
residential mobility apd small group size during the warm
seasons, and because the few sites studied have yielded
small artifact samples archaeologists have concluded that
the material record produced by this behaviour is
intractable.
Three seasons of Field work at Nettilling Lake, in
south-central Baffin Island, are discussed. The work has
involved the recording of Inuit oral traditions about

f

resources and land use in the interior, followed by
archaeological survey and excavation. The preliminary
results confirm a substantial utilization of this region
during the Thule and Inuit periods, and suggest that the
integration of winter and summer/fall site data will improve
our understanding of Thule adaptive strategies.
Judy Sterner
Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta

ETHNICITY
Fri PM

WHO IS SIGNALLING WHOM?: CERAMIC STYLE AMONG THE SIRAK
BULAHAY
The pattern of pottery decoration among the Sirak
Bulahay differs from some others by being most elaborate when
least visible in the context of primary use. In this and
related cultures of the Mandara highlands pottery decoration
is mainly used for reflexive signalling, by the users of the
pots to themselves, and for communicating with the spirit
world. Information regarding ethnicity is however
transmitted by pot morphology or even by patterns of
utilization.
Passage from the behavioral to the archaeological
context is subject to well-defined cultural rules, and is
accompanied by major redistributions of ceramic types and
attributes such that the pottery that most regularly occurs
on potential archaeological "sites" is a subset of that least
visible in the behavioral context.

Joe D. Stewart, Jon Driver and Jane H. Kelley
RESEARCH
Lakehead University, Simon Fraser University, and
Sat AM
University of Calgary
Thunder Bay, Ontario, Burnaby, B.C., and Calgary, Alberta
CHRONOLOGY AND CAPITAN NORTH, NEW MEXICO
Achieving improved chronological precision was a major
goal of the just completed three year Capitan North project.
The state of chronology in the region as it was prior to the
project is reviewed. Chronometric strategies and
methodological problems, and how they changed during the
project, are discussed.

W. Bruce Stewart
,
Cataraqui ~rchaeologibalResearch Foundation
Kingston, Ontario

HISTORIC
Fri AM

THE FRONTENAC VILLAGE SITE: ARCHAEOLOGY OF LANDFILLED WATER
LOTS
In the fall of 1984, the Cataraqui Archaeological
Research Foundation c nducted rescue/salvage excavations on
landfilled water lots overlying portions of the harbour for
Fort Frontenac. ~xcabationalong the shoreline exposed
evidence of activitie6 relating to French ( 1 6 7 3 - 1 7 5 8 ) and
early British ( 1 7 8 3 - 1 8 2 0 ) occupation of the fort, as well as
post landfill development of the water lots.
Of particular inperest was an extensive layer of
British rubbish deposited in the bay as the first stage in
early nineteenth century landfill activities. The nature
and significance of this assemblage will be outlined and a
possible historical CDnteXt will be proposed.

0

Leslie A. Still
Zooarchaeological Idehtification Centre,
National Museum of Natural Sciences
Ottawa, Ontario
I

MISC. ARCTIC
Sat PM

WHERE THE CARIBOU CROSS THE RIVER: AN EXAMINATION OF FAUNAL
REMAINS FROM NADLAK, A LATE PREHISTORIC COPPER INUIT SITE
Two seasons of excavations by Dr. Bryan C. Gordon of
the Archaeological Survey of Canada, Canadian Museum of
Civilization, on a small island in the Burnside River in the
central Northwest Territories, have revealed a unique
habitation site identified as late prehistoric Copper Inuit.
The site is called Nadlak, meaning "where the caribou cross
the river", and the mligration still crosses the river near
the site today. Not surprisingly then, excavations
uncovered staggering quantities of caribou bone. This paper
will discuss the results of the faunal analysis performed by
the Zooarchaeological Identification Centre, National Museum
of Natural Sciences, Dn the bone from one level within one
of the antler ring huts.
Arnoud H. Stryd and Stephen Lawhead
I
Arcas Associates
Port Coquitlam, B.C.

PLATEAU
Thur AM

THE LEHMAN PHASE AND LOCHNORE PHASE IN PLATEAU PREHISTORY
Recent archaeological investigations by Arcas
Associates at several sites in the Thompson River drainage
of interior British Columbia has led to the definition of
two new archaeological phases for the previously poorly
These
understood period between 6 0 0 0 and 3 5 0 0 years B.P.

two phases -- the Lehman phase and the Lochnore phase -- are
defined in this paper, and they are placed within their
historical, cultural and environmental contexts.
Wayne Suttles
Portland State University
Portland, Oregon

COAST SALISH
Fri PM

THE CENTRAL COASTAL SALISH ECONOMY: STABILITY, FLEXIBILITY,
AND CHANGE
The Central Coastal Salish Socio-Economic System
included both individual and cooperative labour, both public
and private ownership of resources and means, and a variety
of forms of sharing and exchange.
I will review the range of variation in these features
and address the question of how much variation is possible
without systemic change. I will argue that in the history of
this system, while the adoption of some features must have
led to irreversible changes, the adoption of others simply
increased the systemss variability without effecting any
fundamental changes in it. Identifying these two kinds of
features is a task for both Ethnology and Archaeology.

COMPUTER WORKSHOP
Morgan J. Tamplin
Department of Anthropology, Trent University
Wed
Peterborough, Ontario
BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATABASES IN ARCHAEOLOGY: COMPILATION, COOPERATION, CO-ORDINATION
There is no comprehensive, standardized, machinereadable database of Canadian archaeological literature.
Instead, there are specialized reading lists produced by
individual scholars or research institutions to serve their
own needs. Most Canadian references may exist somewhere on a
disk or tape, so much of the compilation has already been
done, but without standard format, transfer and conversion
protocols, it cannot be shared. It is accepted that there is
no compatibility of machines or recording media, but there
must be some standardization of the way the data are
organized if they are to be exchanged. This paper explores
various databases established and converted by the author and
discusses the possibilities of a co-ordinated bibliographic
project for Canadian archaeology.

Morgan J. Tamplin
Department of Anthropology, Trent University
Peterborough, ~ntarib

COMPUTERS
Thur PM

COMPUTERIZED CARCASSRECONSTRUCTION: BEYOND MNI AND NISP
Identification bf faunal remains from archaeological
contexts is the first step in an analytical process leading
to conclusions about the dietary significance of these
assemblages. The "Nqimbers of Identified Specimensff(NISP)
and fvMinimumNumbers of Individualsw (MNI) are further
reduced to packages of meat available to, and consumed by,
the people who hunted and processed the animals in the past.
All these dietary estimates are based on a pyramid of
assumptions which has been the subject of much debate in the
literature. Taking these assumptions to their logical
conclusion, this paper proposes a computer-assisted method
of estimating the amount of meat associated with the bones
recovered from the site. It presents a set of
specifications for sych a program, in the hope of provoking
a discussion of its vltimate utility.
Marc Thompson
Department of Archaeology, University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta

ETHNICITY
Fri PM

OF FISH AND MEN: ETHOS VS ETHNOCENTRISM IN INTERPRETATION OF
MIMBRES REPRESENTATIONS
Echthyomorphic and anthropomorphic figures are two of
the most common images in Mimbres representational art.
Previous interpretations of the black-on-white depictions
were based largely on ethnocentric or subjective paradigms.
Physical, functional and ideological contexts of these
ceramics received scant attention. Consideration of the
contextual complex indicates: 1) the art is a mortuary one,
2) themes portrayed are funerary, and 3) mythical,
supernatural and Underworld figures are prominent.
Additionally, ethnographic analogy with Mesoamerican and
Southwestern groups suggests surviving icons on Mimbres bowl
interiors were ethnic metaphors reflecting a widely-held
cosmology.
Larry Titus
ARCTIC EXPLOR.
Dept. of Archaeology, Simon Fraser University
Thur PM
I
Burnaby, B.C.
ACCULTURATION IN THE WESTERN ARCTIC
Acculturation is a specific form of cultural change.
It is the transfer of specific cultural elements from one
society to another and how those elements are incorporated
into society.

Early investigators of the Western Arctic effected
material, behavioural, and belief system changes in Inuit
society. At the same time explorers, traders, whalers,
missionaries, and government officials experienced rapid and
pervasive cultural change through contact with the Inuit.
The comprehensive archival record of this period of
contact in the Western Arctic provides a basis for analysis,
interpretation, and explanation of acculturation.
Robert Tyhurst
University of British Columbia
Vancouver, B.C.

ATHAPASKAN
Fri AM

CHILCOTIN LANGUAGE PLACE NAMES: YOHETTA VALLEY AND EAGLE LAKE
This paper examines the relationships between the
distribution of Chilcotin language place names;
ethnographically recorded resource extraction sites; and
recorded archaeological sites in two locations in the
southern Chilcotin plateau. The two sites are Yohetta Valley
(1340 - 1650 m ASL) and the Eagle Lake area (1170 - 1950 m
ASL). Places named, and their distribution, are closely
linked to subsistence resources utilized throughout the
seasonal round. It is argued that analysis of place names
and their distribution is a valuable aid in both ethnographic
and archaeological investigations of subsistence patterns.
Bessel J. VandenHazel
Nipissing University College
North Bay, Ontario

UNDERWATER
Sat PM

BLACKWATER, HYPOTHERMIA, PNEUMOTHORAX, WATERLOGGED WOOD AND
CORRODED IRON: THE SWEET CHALLENGES OF UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY
IN NORTHERN ONTARIO
A slide-illustrated presentation of the survey and
artifact preservation of a Lake Nipissing steamer in 1985.
The economic and social roles of steam technology in north
eastern Ontario will be discussed. The limitations of human
physiology in dark water will be outlined. The need for the
training of archaeologists in the preservation of wood and
iron recovered from fresh water will be stressed.
Stanley Van Dyke
Bison Historical Services Ltd.
Calgary, Alberta

COMPUTER WORKSHOP
Wed

GRAPHICS AND MICROCOMPUTERS

The use and presentation of maps, images and other
graphic materials is an important aspect of archaeological
studies. The high cost of the hardware and software

necessary for the input of graphic information, the
extraction of information, and the generation of modified
output has limited these activities to large computers. The
growing availability of inexpensive micro computer hardware
for the input of graphic information allows the
archaeologist to use off-the-shelf "draw" and "painttt
programs to extract Information, manipulate images and to
produce graphic output on plotters and inexpensive printers.
A variety of applications are demonstrated on an Amiga
Personal Computer. The approach is adaptable to a wide
variety of popular pbrsonal computer systems.
I
I

J. Rod Vickers
Archaeological Survey of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta

PLAINS
Fri AM

Current models of the seasonal settlement pattern of
the Canadian Plains Indian are predicated on the hypothesis
that bison migratory behavior is predictable. These models
suggest that settlement locale decisions were made on the
basis of anticipated herd distributions. While not denying
that such predictions were reasonable on a general regional
level, it is argued here that bison movements were too
erratic to influence selection of specific winter camping
locales. Of those resources necessary for winter survival,
it is suggested that the one with the least extensive
distribution constitbtes the critical item in site selection
decisions. In the A,lbertaPlains, this resource is argued
to be firewood avail~bility.
Dale Walde
HEAD-SMASHED-IN
Department of Anthro ology and Archaeology, Univ.
Thur AM
of Saskatchewan, Sas atoon, Saskatchewan
ON ASSIGNING GENDER TO POST-CRANIAL BISON BONES
Gender of prey is increasingly being recognized as an
important factor in the hunting and processing decision
making of prehistoric hunters. Recognition of the possible
importance of prey gender to plains bison hunters makes the
accurate assignment of gender to archaeologically obtained
bison bones vital to the interpretation of plains
archaeological sites.
In an effort to improve upon previous methods, a sample
of contemporary, knoyn gender bison bone was analyzed using
a series of discriminant function analyses. These analyses
were carried out on the proximal and distal ends of six
major post-cranial e~lements: the humerus, radius,
metacarpal, femur, tibia, and metatarsal. It was found that
each end of each element could be assigned gender with an
accuracy rate of at least ninety per cent in the

contemporary known gender bison sample. The uniformitarian
assumption that variables which can be used successfully to
assign gender to contemporary bison elements can also be used
to assign gender to prehistoric bison elements was made. A
series of twenty-nine equations were derived during the
present study which can be used to assign gender. Users of
these equations are warned that changes in bison populations
through time limits application to material less than six

thousand years old.
Ernest G. Walker
Dept. of Anthropology and Archaeology, Univ. of
Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

WANUSKEWIN
Sat AM

INTRODUCTION TO THE WANUSKEWIN ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROJECT
The Wanuskewin Archaeological Project is a
multidisciplinary research program based at the University of
Saskatchewan. This research is focussed on the site of the
Wanuskewin Heritage Park situated on the northern margin of
the city of Saskatoon. The park currently consists of a 156
acre parcel of land which contains 21 archaeological sites
including four bison kills, numerous stratified habitation
sites, tipi rings, and a medicine wheel boulder alignment. A
ten year research design has been established dealing with
subsistence practices. The 1987 field season will mark the
fourth year of this research program.
The Wanuskewin property is owned by the Meewasin Valley
Authority, a conservation agency located in Saskatoon. The
establishment of .a heritage park at Wanuskewin includes
interpretive facilities, education programs, and the direct
involvement of the Indian community in all phases of the
project. This latter component includes prbgrams in
ceremonial activities as well as the establishment of an
Indian planning and development group with prominent members
selected from each district in the province representing the
Cree, Saulteaux, and Dakota Nations. The Wanuskewin Heritage
Park has been designated as a provincial and a national
historic site.
The purpose of the paper is to outline the overall
Wanuskewin Project highlighting the archaeological resources
represented as well as a summary of the research undertaken
to the present time.
COMPUTERS
Thur PM

Gordon D. Watson
Ottawa, Ontario
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH AIDED BY A MICRO COMPUTER
CONNECTION

-

MAINFRAME

This paper describes a number of procedures, which have
been used to record, analyze and report archaeological data.
An Apple IIe computer was used by itself and as a terminal

connected by modem and telephone to two different mainframes
to obtain access to myre memory and to the availability of
SPSS and SPSSX.
Rebecca J. Wigen and Flfrieda C. Elden
Department of Anthropology, Univ. of Victoria
Victoria, B.C.

COAST SALISH
Fri PM

INTEGRATING COLUMN SAMPLE DATA WITH LEVEL DATA: SOME

EXAMPLES FROM THE GULF OF GEORGIA
The column sample faunal data is generally presented
separately from faunal data collected from the field
screens. It is partikularly difficult to interpret
differences between the two sets of data when doing the
final analysis.
We examine the bpne from the column samples and level
samples of three sites, DkSf-26, EfSq-2, DiSe-10, in order
to determine how the variables of bone density and size
affect the samples. bur results may give an idea of how to
integrate the two setg of data.

C

Lucy Wilson
St John, New Brunswic

METHODS
Fri PM

PETROGRAPHY OF THE LOWER PALAEOLITHIC TOOL ASSEMBLAGE OF THE
CAUNE DE L'ARAGO (FRANCE)
The mid-Pleistocene deposits at the Caune de 1'Arago
have yielded a Lower Palaeolithic industry containing over
100,000 pieces. The raw material is very diverse. Many
rock types are locallp available, but some come from more
distant sources: cher s from 30 km NE of the site, an
abundantly used quartzite from at least 16 km S, minor types
from river terraces 35 km SW, etc. These exotic rocks make
up a large proportion of the assemblage, varying by layer: a
third or more of the flakes, for instance, and one-half of
the small tools. This shows both appreciation of good
quality raw material, and great mobility. Despite its age,
the assemblage does not show an opportunistic exploitation
of local resources to satisfy immediate needs. In fact, it
is evidence of the e ploitation of an entire region, with
curation of tools and collection of raw material to serve
long-term ends.

t

x

Michael Clayton Wilson
Department of Geography, University of Lethbridge
Lethbridge, Alberta

GEOARCH
Sat PM

ALTITHERMAL PHYTOSTABILITY AND THE PLAINS ARCHAEOLOGICAL
RECORD: THE SAHEL COMES TO CANADA

.

The suite of geological deposits associated with the
Altithermal on the Canadian Plains can be attributed to
temporal variations in phytostability, the stabilization of
the landscape by vegetation. At the height of the
Altithermal reduced vegetative cover allowed sheetwash from
seasonal storms to be more effective in stripping sediment
from slopes. Shedding of this material into river systems
overloaded many of them, resulting in significant aggradation
and overbank deposition of fine-grained sedimentary sequences
for which the Mazama tephra (6850 B.P.) provides a ready
signature. In upland areas deflation by wind was also
occuring in many areas, resulting in development of lag
concentrates of artifacts from a variety of pre-Altithermal
occupations. The associations postulated within the "Little
Gem Complex" could well be the result of renewed ablation in
the 1930s of buried lag concentrates from the Altithermal
rather than being the first exposure of in-place Paleo-Indian
components. Localized ablation of deposits in the
Altithermal was of necessity balanced by aeolian deposition
in other areas; up to 8 m of aeolian deposits have been
observed over Mazama tephra in cliff-top deposits in southern
Alberta. All of the processes postulated here for the
Canadian Plains are observable today in the Sahel of West
Africa, where field studies by the author in Cameroon have
documented a significant loss of phytostability as a result
of anthropic effects associated with the rise of horticulture
in the region. Parallel examples from the Canadian Plains
and Cameroon are introduced and their implications in terms
of archaeological visibility are discussed.

Milt Wright
Archaeological Survey of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta

HEAD-SMASHED-IN
Thur AM

AGAINST THE WIND: THIN SITED ARCHAEOLOGY ON THE PLAINS
Excavations in the Head-Smashed-In processing site have
revealed a complex record of communal bison procurement
activities, the structure of which presents significant
challenges to archeaological interpretation. Not only are
these deposits superimposed remnants of innumerable
individual events, they also have been deflated, compressed
and turbated by a variety of agents. Yet the extraction of
information from such deposits is crucial, for without these
data it is impossible to fully comprehend the entire sequence
of events and activities that characterize prehistoric

communal bison procurement strategies.
In order to extr ct information from these kinds of
deposits a variety of data classes and analytical approaches
need to be explored sdch as pattern analysis and contextual
analysis. The contextual analysis of features in respect of
other classes of data such as fire broken rock and faunal
distributions has proven informative at Head-Smashed-In.
Notwithstanding these results, the context of thin compacted
plains sites is a hostile arena for archaeological
interpretation and one that may ultimately confound the most
carefully scrutinizedresearch design and out manoeuvre the
most formidable analyqical arsenal that archaeology
currently possesses.

"i

Phillip J. Wright
I
Ontario Ministry of Cdtizenship and Culture
I
Ottawa, Ontario

UNDERWATER
Sat PM

?

USE OF VOLUNTEER DIVE S ON SHALLOW WATER PREHISTORIC
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES
LE R ~ L EDES PLONGEURS B$N$~VOLES DANS
LES RECHERCHES EFFECTU~SSUR LE SITE ARCHI~OLOGIQUE
PRI~HISTORIQUE
EN HAUT~-FONDS
The growth and development of the marine heritage
conservation movementin the province of Ontario resulted in
a corresponding growth and development of underwater
archaeological research on shallow water sites. The key
factor in this development has been the volunteer diver. In
this paper, both the direct and indirect contributions of
the volunteer in underwater archaeological research will be
examined. To illustrate this contribution, the author will
discuss a project involving the investigation of a series of
underwater archaeological sites associated with the
prehistoric Woodland qeriod. These underwater sites consist
of primary deposits of ceramics and animal bones associated
with land-based habitation sites. All aspects of the
fieldwork and subsequent laboratory work relied on having
competent volunteer crews available.
Le dgveloppement du mouvement de cons rvation du
patrimonie aquatique ontarien a eu c o m e e
l'accro2ssement de la recherche arch6ologi
hauts-fonds. Le rale des plongeurs bgngvo
d'ordre primordial. Dans le cadre de cett
nous examinerons les dontributions des b6n
recherches arch6ologiques aquatiques. A c
prgsentera les dgtails de projets de reche
la pgriode pr6historique "Woodland". Les
effectuges sur le sit9 de m6me que le trav
sont accomplis grace a l'apport des 6quipe
I

Bryan Yellowhorn
Peigan Band, Cultural Centre
Brocket, Alberta

HEAD-SMASHED-IN
Thur PM

NATIVE PEOPLE AND HEAD-SMASHED-IN DEVELOPMENT
The development and interpretation of the Head-SmashedIn Buffalo Jump site is an important attempt to interpret
prehistoric native culture, and as such is of great concern
and significance to native peoples, especially the Blackfoot
nation. This paper will discuss the various ways in which
the Blackfoot people have participated with Alberta Culture
staff to ensure an accurate and relevant interpretation of
native culture. Such cooperation has included historical
research with tribal elders, review of artifacts and text,
review and participation in audio/visual productions;
fabrication of artifacts; employment as guides,
archaeologists, and office staff; and the development of
education packages. The overall success of this programme
will be evaluated.
J. Colin Yerbury
ARCTIC EXPLOR.
Centre for Distance Education, Simon Fraser Univ.
Thur PM
Burnaby, B.C.

THE EUROPEAN EXPLORATION OF CANADA AS A PHASE IN NATIVE
HISTORY
Canadian natives, in the pre-treaty period (1876), were
an innovative, dynamic and responsive people (Ray 1978:17).
They figured prominently in the exploration and history of
Canada and in its fur trade economy. This is not,an image
that the dominant Euro-Canadian society has projected.
Natives have had to endure a history that shames them,
destroyed their confidence, and causes them to reject their
cultural heritage (Adams 1975: 43). While it is not the
purpose of this paper to discuss past wrongs and
inaccuracies, it is important to stress that members of the
Euro-Canadian society have failed to treat natives as equals
with their own cultures and as having contributed to the
evolution of Canadian society. Much historical research
needs to be done to help establish native history as part of
the mainstream of Canadian historiography. While a few
historians and social scientists have emphasized the positive
contribution that natives made to the fur trade enterprise
(Innis 1962: 386-92; Ray 1978: 7-19) and while others have
focussed on the exploitative and subordinate position of
natives in that economy (Hickerson 1973), little effort has
been made to consider the positive contribution of natives to
the early explorers of Canada. This paper will consider the
role of natives and the nature of native-European relations
in the context of the exploration of northern Canada.
Through an effort to portray the positive contribution of
natives to the exploration and development of Canada, it

should be possible to enhance the integrity of native
history and to begin to destroy old images projected by the
dominant Euro-Canadian society.

